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ABSTRACT 
 
Dewi Puji Astuti. 2017. Flouting Maxims in Visual Novel Products of 
SPARRING Program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. Thesis. English Letters Study 
Program, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. The State Islamic 
Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisors  : Umi Pujiyanti, S.S., M.Hum.,M.Si 
Key Words : Flouting Maxim, Visual Novels, SPARRING program 
 
This research is about flouting maxims found in visual novels product in 
SPARRING program. The objectives of the research are to find out the kinds of 
flouting maxims are employed by the characters and to know the implicatures 
resulted invisual novelsproducts of SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 
2015. 
 
The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method. The sources of the data 
in this research are dialog were taken from visual novel products that result of 
SPARRING program. Technique of collecting data is done through 
documentation or library research. The titles of visual novels are Angel, The Ugly 
Princess, Unlucky Catie, Snowbie, Tiny, Child in the Forest, and Beauty of the 
Form and Beauty of the Mind. In analyzing the data, the researcher used 
trustworthiness of the data, namely credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
conformability. Then, the researcher used script of visual novel products from 
SPARRING program which has been judged by the expert to find the data. The 
expert is Mr. Bayu Dewa Murti, M.Hum. After that, the researcher compiled those 
data. The last, the researcher analyzed the result. 
The research findings show that there are 40 data in flouting maxim of 
quantity, 2 data in flouting maxim of quality, 21 data in flouting maxim of 
relevance, and 29 data in flouting maxim of manner. The totals of data are 92 data. 
Based on the finding, the researcher found the answer of the researcher problems. 
The researcher finds all types of maxims are flouted by the characters in visual 
novel products and it contains implicatures. There are many changes in process of 
adaptation in original short stories to visual novels. There are alterations and 
addition from background, plot, character, etc. In the visual novels, many 
characters employed flouting maxim of quantity. This findings support other 
researchs which analysis about flouting maxims that the dominant types is 
flouting maxim of quantity. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
In the conversation, there must be meaning that speakers want to say 
or convey through their utterances. As Yule (1996: 3) states “Pragmatics is 
concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by a speaker (or 
writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader)”. From the explanation above, 
it means that pragmatics is a study of speaker meaning which deals more with 
what the speaker means by uttering than what the words or phrases in the 
utterance mean.. To make the process of interactions and communication 
between the speaker and the listener is going well, it should be able to be 
cooperative each other. In order there is no misunderstanding in the 
conversation. When the speaker says something to the listener, it hopes the 
listener can understand what is said by the speaker, and then gives answer of 
what the speaker wanted. But, when the listener does not give the answer of 
what the speaker wanted or gives the answer more than to the speaker, it 
means that the maxim flouted. 
When the utterance flouts the conversational maxim which is known as 
the maxim of cooperative principle, it will be result of implicature. 
Furthermore, if the people do not fulfill the Grice cooperative principle rules, 
it means that they flout the maxims. It can be said as the flouting of 
cooperative principle. In Cooperative principle, Grice (in Leech: 1993) argues 
that in order to implement the cooperative principles, each element must obey 
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four conversational maxims. They are maxim of quantity, quality, relevance, 
and Manner. According to Grice in Yule (1996, p.37), Maxim of quantity 
relates to the amount of information given by the participants, they have to 
give sufficient information, no more and no less then what is required since 
the speaker gives in sufficient information will cause failure in conducting 
conversation. Maxim of quality maxim requires the speaker to make a 
contribution that is true, that is not saying what is believed to be false and not 
saying that for which the speaker lacks of adequate evidence. Maxim of 
relevance means that each of the participants must say something that is 
relevant to the subject of the conversation. And the last is maxim of manner 
occurs when the utterances are not brief, ambiguous, and obscure. 
The object of this research is all of visual novel products which created 
by English Letters second semester students of IAIN Surakarta 2015 which 
are guided from sixth semester students of IAIN Surakarta 2013 in 
SPARRING program. There are seven products of visual novels that result 
from it, the first is adapted from short story entitled “Ugly Duckling” to “The 
Ugly Princess” which created by Harum Dyah Permatasari, the second is 
adapted short story entitled “Ugly Duckling” to “Unlucky Catie” created by 
Muhammad Wiku Chandra and Nurul Prismayanti, the third is adapted short 
story entitled “Snowman” to “Snowbie” created by Qory Tahashshunan, the 
fourth is adapted short story entitled “Thumbelina” to “Tiny” created by 
Resita Marif Fadzilah, the fifth is adapted short story entitled “The Angel” to 
“Angel” by Ririn Rahayu and Aria Kusuma Wati, the sixth adapted short story 
entitled “The Child in the Grave” to “Child in the Forest” created by 
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Muhammad Syihabuddin, and the last is adapted short story with the same 
title, it is “Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind” created by Dewi Puji 
Astuti and Etty Syafaati. Actually, all of the visual novels are adapted from 
children short stories by Hans Christian Andersen. It can be adapted of 
creativity in made of adaptation of short stories to visual novels by the 
mentees also.  
Visual novel is a sub genre of semi-interactive game that presents not 
only the story but also a static image that supports the story line and 
sometimes equipped with dubbing. Visual novel also can be defines novel 
form of digital which capable of displaying images (visual) and has a voice 
(audio). It called a combination of novel and games. Visual novel itself means 
“A  kind  of  game  normally  consists  of  static images  of  anime-style  art  or  
live-action  stills;  it  also  has  an extremely minimal gameplay that is limited 
to clicking to keep  the text, graphics and sounds moving.” (T. Agos, Jr., et.al., 
2013). 
SPARRING (Students Pair Assistance on Reading and Writing) is one 
of program from English Letters Major. In this activity, there are mentor from 
sixth semester students of IAIN Surakarta 2013 and the mentees are from 
second semester students of IAIN Surakarta 2015. All of them are from 
English letters major. The aim of this program is to improve skill quality of 
the students especially in reading and writing. The Focus of SPARRING is to 
produce a product, it is a visual novel. Actually, the main aim of visual novel 
is in order to make habitual the students more diligent in writing and reading 
of literary work in English, such as novel, short story, etc. After that, the 
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students hope to able make structural analysis of literature, and then created 
adaptation to Indonesia, and English. The result of adaptation is made 
adaptation of script, and then creates a visual novel adaptation. In the process 
of making of the visual novel, the students have to develop creativity. 
Understanding about the meaning of conversation is important by 
speaker in order to avoid misunderstanding. In the visual novel, this flouting 
happens. This is the reason the researcher choosing visual novel products from 
SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. There are many utterances or 
sentences that flouted maxims. For examples: 
Widow : “Can you tell me once more about Italian, please? My daughter 
gets curious.” 
Alfred : “Oh yes mom, I will tell you about Italy. Italy is looked like her 
eyes (pointing the widow’s daughter). 
(Taken from one of visual novels, entitled Beauty of the Form and Beauty 
of the Mind) 
In the conversation above, there was a widow came to Alfred and 
asked many questions. From the dialogue, it can be seen that Alfred’s 
answer has no relation with Widow’s question. Her answer looks like 
flouting maxim of relevance, because her answer, “Oh yes mom, I will tell 
you about Italy. Italy is looked like her eyes”. Irrelevant with the widow’s 
question “Can you tell me once more about Italian, please? My daughter 
gets curious.”Meanwhile, maxim of relevance has a rule that there must 
be a relevancy between the conversation and the topic of the conversation, 
as stated Grice’s theory. It is enough for Alfred to answer “Oh yes mom”, 
and explains what he want to say for example. 
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From the dialogue, it can be seen that Alfred’s answer “Oh yes 
mom, I will tell you about Italy. Italy is looked like her eyes” also flouts 
the maxim of quantity, because he gives more information than the widow 
requires “Can you tell me once more about Italian, please? My daughter 
gets curious.” is not suitable with rules of maxim of Quantity by Grice 
that participants must give information which is suitable with what is 
required. Alfred does not answer the widow’s question directly by saying 
“Yes mom”. The implicature in above it means that Alfred amazed with 
the beauty of her daughter. And then he said like that. Another example is:  
Catie : “May I follow the games?” (Catie says with soft and husky voice) 
Sisters : “Don’t disturb us!” (They laugh with load voice and they didn’t 
looked at Catie) 
(Taken from one of visual novels, entitled Unlucky Catie) 
In the dialogue above, the sister’s response obviously does not 
have any connection with Catie’s question. Catie asked about the game 
and Catie told him about something that looks un related. Catie appears to 
be flouts the maxim of Relevance. It is enough for Sister to answer yes or 
no, for example. The implicature in above means that Catie may not join 
the games, and then the sister’s Catie said “don’t disturb us!”  
From the examples above, it can be seen that there are different 
flouting maxims found in the dialogue of visual novel adaptation. Based on 
the phenomenon, the researcher is interested in analyzing a research about 
flouting maxims by the speaker and the cooperative principles that occur in 
the dialogue of adaptation of short stories to visual novels in SPARRING 
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program. From this idea, the researcher determines the topic entitled 
“FLOUTING MAXIMS IN VISUAL NOVEL PRODUCTS OF 
SPARRING PROGRAM AT IAIN SURAKARTA IN 2015”. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
In order to reach the expected goal of the research, the researcher will 
focus on analyzing flout of maxims and implicature used by all characters in 
the visual novels. Therefore, this research limits to analyze the flout of maxim 
of quantity, flout of maxim quality, flout of maxim relevance, and flout of 
maxim manner and the implicature used by all characters. It can be found in 
the conversation of the visual novel. The object of the researcher is visual 
novel products created by second semester students as to be of SPARRING 
program by English Letter Major Islamic Institute of Surakarta 2015. The data 
are taken from SPARRING program. There are seven visual novels that result 
from it. The first entitled “The Ugly Princess”, second is “Unlucky Catie”, 
third, “Snowbie”, fourth is “Angel”, fifth is “The Child in the Forest”, sixth is 
“Tiny”, and the last is “Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind”. 
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C. Problem Formulation 
Based on the background of the study above, the researcher finds some 
problem as follows: 
1. What kinds of the flouting maxims are employed by the characters in 
visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015? 
2. What implicatures are resulted in the in visual novel products of 
SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015? 
 
D. Objective of the Study 
The  purpose  of  the  research  is  to  find  out  the  answers  of  the  
problem  statements. Therefore the research’s objectives are:   
1. To find out the kinds of flouting maxims are employed by the characters in 
visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. 
2. To know the implicatures resulted in visual novel products of SPARRING 
program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. 
 
E. The Benefits of the Study 
The research is expected to give benefits both students and next 
researcher: 
1.  Theoretically 
 The researcher  hope  the  result  of  this  study  will  be  useful  for  
English learners as well as anyone interested in pragmatics especially 
conversational maxims. For the learners, after reading this study, this research 
expected to give more knowledge to understanding about flouting maxims in 
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visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. Then, 
they will realize how conversation works and how the flout of maxims happened 
in the conversation. 
2.  Practically  
 The researcher expects that the study can be additional reference for 
students to conduct deeper research about pragmatic approach, especially about 
flouting maxims in visual novel products.  
 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
The research conveys several terms in this thesis. To make it easy to 
understand, the researcher provides the definition of several words that close 
relation to the thesis. The terms are used to help the researcher analyses the work 
and reveal it in the research. The terms of this research are: 
1. Flouting maxim means failing to follow the maxims of Cooperative 
Principle without any intention to deceive or make a misunderstanding.  
Thomas (1995: 65) 
2. Visual novel is a partially interactive Japanese computer game that relates 
a storyline by means of still visuals and words positioned at the lower half 
of the screen.  Occasionally a visual novel may be adapted into anime. 
(http://www.creativeglossary.com/anime/visual-novel.html accessed 
November 12, 2016) 
3. SPARRING program is abbreviation of Students Pair Assistance on 
Reading and Writing. It is one of program from English Letters Major. 
The activities are from sixth semester as the mentor and the mentees are 
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from second semester students of IAIN Surakarta 2015. All of them are 
from English letters major. The aim of this program is to improve skill 
quality of the students especially in reading and writing. The Focus of 
SPARRING is to produce a product; it is a visual novel adaptation.  
(Taken from :TIM S.I.A.P (SastraInggris Advancement Plan) (2015). 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES KEGIATAN MAHASISWA 
SASTRA SPARRING (Students’ Peer Assistance on Reading and Writing). 
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CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL REVIEW
In this chapter researcher discusses about the theories that used to answer 
the problem statements on the thesis. The researcher categorized this chapter into 
pragmatic, the cooperative principle, non-observed of cooperative Principle, 
flouting a maxim, conversational implicature, students Pair Assistance on Reading 
and Writing (SPARRING), and Visual Novel.
A. Theoritical Description 
1. Pragmatic 
Pragmatics is one of branch of linguistics which studies of the 
language. Leech (1983:10) states that pragmatics is the study of relation 
between language and context that is the basic to an account of language 
understanding.Yule (1996: 3) also has four definition of Pragmatics. The 
first, pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated 
by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader). It means 
that pragmatics is a study of speaker meaning which deals more with what 
the speaker means by uttering than what the words or phrases in the 
utterance mean. The second, Pragmatics also means the study of 
contextual meaning, it involves the interpretation of what people means in 
a particular context and how the context influences what is said.The third, 
pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than is said. It 
explores how listeners can make inferences about what is said or what the 
speaker intends to say. The last, pragmatics is the study of the expression 
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of relative distance, it means that how close or distant the listener is, the 
speaker determines how much needs to be said.
It can be concluded that pragmatics is the study of meaning from 
the utterance by a speaker or a writer and interpreted by a hearer or a 
reader, and it involves the context or conversation as a consideration of 
how the speaker or the writer organizes what he wants to say.
2. The Cooperative Principle
Grice (1975: 45) explains that Cooperative Principle leads the 
participants to make a contribution as is required in a conversation. The 
aim of conversation determines the requirement. Grice in Thomas 
introduced conversational maxims and the cooperative principle (Thomas 
1995 61-63). Grice Cooperative Principle is: 
“Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage 
at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk 
exchange in which you are engaged.”
In Cooperative principle, Grice (in Leech: 1993) argues that in 
order to implement the cooperative principles, each element must obey 
four conversational maxims. They are maxim of quantity, quality, 
relevance, and Manner. Thus, if you want to make the process of 
interactions and communication between the speaker and the listener is 
going well, you have to be cooperative with the maxims.
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According to Grice in Yule (1996, p.37) these maxims are as 
follows:
1. Maxim of Quantity 
a) Make your contribution as informative as is required 
b) Do not make your contribution more informative than is required  
The maxim relates to the amount of information given by the 
participants. They have to give sufficient information, no more and no 
less then what is required sincethespeaker gives in sufficient 
information will cause failure in conducting conversation. The example 
can be seen below:
Prince Will : What’s your name?
Nunny : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty...
(From one of the visual novel entitled Ugly Princess)
From the dialog above, the maxim of quantity is fulfilled 
because Nunny has given the right amount informant, no more and no 
less.
2. Maxim of Quality  
a) Do not say what you believe to be false
b) Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence  
There  are  two  important  keywords  in  the  above  
explanation;  true  that can be connected with the participant’s belief 
and adequate evidence as proves that the contribution is true. The 
example can be seen below:
Prince Will : What’s your name?
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Nunny : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty...
(From one of the visual novel entitled Ugly Princess)
From the dialog above, Nunny fulfilled the maxim of quality, 
because she said truthfully that her name is Nunny. 
3. Maxim of Relation
a) Be relevant
It  means  that  each  of  the  participants  must  say  something  
that  is relevant to the subject of the conversation. The participants of 
the conversation will find difficulties in understanding the topic if it 
has no relevance and the utterances will appear quite unconnected. The 
example can be seen below:
Prince Will : What’s your name?
Nunny : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty...
(From one of the visual novel entitled Ugly Princess)
From the dialog above, the maxim of relevant is also fulfilled 
by Nunny, because she has answered “I’m Nunny, Your Majesty...”
4. Maxim of Manner 
a) Avoid obscurity of expression 
b) Avoid ambiguity  
c) Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity) 
d) Be orderly  
The example can be seen below:
Prince Will : What’s your name?
Nunny : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty...
14
(From one of the visual novel entitled Ugly Princess)
From the dialog above, it has generated no implicature with her 
majesty question “What’s your name?”
3. Non – observed of Cooperative Principle
According to Grice (1975: 49), there are four forms of non-
observed Cooperative Principle. They are violating a maxim, opting out a 
maxim, infringing a maxim and flouting a maxim. In this case, Thomas 
(1995: 64) adds an additional form of non-observed Cooperative Principle 
that is suspending a maxim. The explanation of the forms of non-observed 
Cooperative Principle is provided as the following:
1) Violating a maxim
According to Cutting (2002, p.40) states that a speaker can be 
said ‘to violate’ a maxim when the speaker knows that the hearer does 
not understand the truth. It means that the violation of maxims occurs 
when the speaker says something untrue, and knows that the hearer 
does not realize that. 
A common example of maxim violation is in the following: 
Mother : Did you study all day long? 
Son : Yes, I’ve been studying until know.   
(In fact, the son is playing all day long)
In order to avoid his mother’s anger, the son tells a lie. He 
intends to give insufficient information to the mother. He intends to 
say what is not true in the reality to save him from bad consequences 
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of telling the truth. Here, the son has flouted the maxim of quality by 
telling a lie or being dishonest. To be noticed, a white lie is also 
included in the flouting maxim although the intention of the speakers 
is good.  
2) Opting out a maxim
Maxim opting out means that speaker refuses to cooperate with 
the maxim (Cutting, 2008: 41). It indicates an unwillingness of the 
speaker to cooperate with the maxim. However, on the other hand, the 
speaker does not want to appear uncooperative. An example of maxim 
opting out is in a conversation between a detective and someone 
named Stella below: 
Detective : Has the defendant ever told you she hated her 
father and wanted him dead?  
Stella : Such information is confidential and it would be 
unethical to share it with you.
Here, Stella is unwilling to be cooperative in the conversation. 
She refuses to answer the question of the detective. Therefore, Stella is 
opting out maxim of quantity. The same situation of maxim opt out is 
when a police officer refuses to reveal the name of a criminal victim 
before the relatives are informed (Thomas, 1995: 75). 
3) Infringing a maxim
Thomas (1995: 74) states that infringing the maxim can 
happens if the speaker has an imperfect command of the language (a 
young child or a foreign learner) because the speaker’s performance is 
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impaired linguistic some way by nervousness, drunkenness, 
excitement, or disability. An example of maxim infringement is in 
George W. Bush’ utterance: You never know what your history is 
going to be like until long after you’re gone. 
Here, George Bush is infringing the maxim of manner. His 
utterance is not brief.Besides, there is an ambiguity as the utterance is 
not brief. Although actually he does not intend to create an ambiguity 
in his utterances, Bush has been infringing the maxim of manner. 
4) Suspending a maxim 
Maxim suspension is a non-observed Cooperative Principle in 
which there is no expectation of the speaker to observe maxims under 
certain circumstances (Thomas, 1995: 76). Here, non fulfillment of the 
maxim does not generate any implicature. 
5) Flouting a maxim
Flouting a maxim is intentionally breaking the maxims in order 
to convey hidden meanings and lead the listener to find out the implied 
meaning from the maxim flouting. It means, the flout of maxim 
happens when the speaker tries to make the hearer to see the 
implicature. From all categories, the researcher focuses on the flouting 
a maxim, which explained further in below:
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4. Flouting a maxim
Flouting of maxims always happened of conversational 
implicature which allows a speaker to convey meaning beyond what is 
expressed. As Grundy says (2000:39) that whenever a maxim is 
flouted there must be an implicature to save the utterances from simply 
appearing to be a faulty contribution to conversation. Thomas (1995: 
65) states that a flout occurs when a speaker blatantly fails to to 
observe a maxim at the level of what is said, with the deliberate 
intention of generating an implicature. It means the flout of maxim 
happens when the speaker tries to make the hearer to see the 
implicature. There are four kinds of the flouting maxims that are 
generated as follow:  
1) Flouting maxim of quantity 
Thomas (1995:69) states that a flout of maxim of quantity 
occurs when a speaker blatantly gives more or less information than is 
required. It means, the flout of the maxim quantity happens when the 
speaker gives too brief or too much information to the hearer. 
Rahardi (2003:27) described that in maxim of quantity, a 
speaker is expected to deliver a message or information that is truly 
adequate, enough, and give the information to the listener as 
informative as required. In other words, it can be interpreted that the 
information or message which is given by the speaker or partners 
should not be excessive and should be in accordance with what is 
being asked or required for partners. For example:
18
a. My neighbor is pregnant.
b. My neighbor girl is pregnant.
Utterance A is concise and it does not break the value of the truth 
because everyone knows that pregnant is a girl. The word “girl” in 
utterances B is explaining something which is clear. So, in this case, the 
word “girl” in utterance B breaks the rules of maxim quantity.
The previous conversation between Charlene and Dexter can be an 
example of this kind of maxim flouting: 
Charlene  : I hope you brought the bread and the cheese.
Dexter  : Ah, I brought the bread.
Yule (1996: 40) 
In this conversation, Dexter tries to say that what is not mentioned 
is not brought. He intentionally gives too little information to respond to 
Charlene’s utterance so Charlene as the hearer of Dexter is expected to 
understand the unstated meaning of ‘Ah, I brought the bread.’ By saying 
that utterance, Dexter has flouted maxim of quantity because he does not 
give the required information.  
An example of being more informative in quantity maxim flouting 
is in the following dialog: 
Rick  : Who is the lecturer? 
Tom : Mr. Budi, the best lecturer. You have joined his class 
several times. 
In this conversation, the required information is just the name of 
the lecturer, but then Tom gives too much information. He makes his 
contribution more informative than is required. By giving too much 
information, Tom intends to suggest ‘no need to worry’ to Rick. Since 
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Tom predicts that Rick will be wavering hearing the name of the lecturer, 
he tries to prevent it by flouting maxim of quantity.
2) Flouting maxim of quality
Thomas (1995:67) states that the speaker flouts the maxim of 
quality when the speaker says something which is blatantly untrue or for 
which he or she lacks adequate evidence. It means, the speaker fails to 
observe the flout of the maxim of quality if the speaker says something 
that he or she known to be false or less evidence.   
The maxim of quality is a maxim which describes that the speaker 
has to provide the information in accordance with the facts. In the other 
word, speaker should be truthful. They should not say what they think is 
false, or make statements for which they have no evidence. By applying 
the maxim of quality on Grice cooperation principle, a speaker is expected 
to deliver something truly real, and in accordance with the real facts in 
communication event (Rahardi, 2003:31). The utterance which is not 
based on reality and unclear data support, concrete, and cannot be 
accounted for, and then it can be said as “flouting maxim of quality”. For 
example:  
Clara   : What is the capital of England?
Anto   : Amsterdam.
Clara   : Yeah, and Paris is the capital of Indonesia.
Clara appears to be flouting the maxim quality because she knows 
that what she said is not true. There must be a reason for her saying 
something patently false. The inference can draw is that Anto’s answer 
was false.
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3) Flouting maxim of relevance
A Thomas (1995:70) state that flout of maxim relation is exploited 
when a speaker makes a responds which is very obviously irrelevant to the 
topic in hand. It means, the flout of the maxim of relevance happens when 
the partner speaker changes the subject or the topic. 
In maxim of relevance, it is obviously stated that in order to make a 
good cooperation between the speaker and the listener, they should give a 
relevance contribution about something which is being on their 
conversation. Rahardi (2003:31). Flouting maxim of relevance means that 
the speakers of a conversation fail to be relevant in communicating. 
Speakers are usually being irrelevant in flouting maxim of relevance. 
However, being irrelevant does not purely mean that the speakers do not 
want to be relevant. Sometimes, speakers are being irrelevant because they 
want to hide something or to say something to others indirectly. 
Bert    : Do vegetarians eat hamburgers? 
Ernie  : Do chickens have lips?
Yule (1996: 44) 
In this conversation, Ernie is being irrelevant. As expected, Ernie 
should provide a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. However, since the answer has been 
obvious, Ernie flouts maxim of relevance to emphasize her answer of ‘no.’ 
Here, by being irrelevant, Ernie flouts maxim of relevance and successful 
in conveying her unstated meaning. Other example can be seen as below:
Visitor             : What time is it?
Librarian          : The library will be close in a minute.
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The librarian’s answer seems like has no relationship with the 
question which is asked by the visitor. However, it has an implication 
which can be explained if you give more attention to the answer. The 
librarian’s answer does not answer the visitor’s questions directly, but by 
looking at the librarian’s schedule when he opens and closes the library, it 
shows us what time it is in that time. On the explanation above, it can be 
concluded that do not say something unclear.
4) Flouting maxim of manner
Cutting (2002:39) states the speaker flouts the maxim of manner 
when he or she appearing to be obscure, and ambiguity. It means the flout 
of manner happens when the speaker makes ambiguous response and he or 
she is unable to be clear and orderly in conversation. However, in some 
occasion, ambiguity indeed happens whether the speaker intends to make 
it or not. The maxim of manner in the cooperative principle of Grice 
requires that each participant are always greeted speak directly, clearly and 
the message should not be ambiguous or obscure it (Rahardi, 2003:31). 
Then, maxim of manner is not fulfilled as the result. An example of 
manner maxim flouting is presented in the following dialog: 
Daughter :  Where are you going, Dad? 
Daddy :  To the m-a-r-k-e-t.
In this conversation, a father answer s his daughter’s question 
ambiguously. Instead of saying ‘market’ directly, he spells the word 
‘market’ by its letters. Here, the father has flouted maxim of manner since 
he does not avoid obscurity of expression. Related to the meaning and the 
reason for the father saying that, context is an important aspect to observe. 
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In this case, the father is trying to keep a secret from his littlest daughter so 
hi s littlest daughter does not demand to go along with him. This unstated 
meaning makes the father flouts maxim of manner, not violate it.  
A further example of manner maxim flouting is in the following 
conversation. The speaker is flouting the maxim by being ambiguous.
Ahmad:  Science class? 
Joe : Yes. The lecturer came in and the students left.
When Joe explains his class, he uses an ambiguous sentence. Here, 
Joe has flouted maxim of manner. His sentence can be meant that the 
students left after the lecturer comes because principally they do not join 
the class or that the students purposely left after the lecturer comes 
because they do not want to join the class (actually they should be in the 
class). Here, Joe’s utterance is ambiguous. It has two meanings inside that 
can make the listener confused. 
5. Implicature
One of branch of pragmatic is implicature. As Yule (1996: 35) 
argues that pragmatics is the study of how people interpret what is unsaid, 
Grice (in Yule, 1996: 35) uses the term ‘implicature’ to refer to the 
unstated meaning of someone’s utterance. According to Yule implicature 
is an additional conveyed meaning.  
Grice (1975: 45) divides implicature into two types; they are 
conventional implicature and conversational implicature. Conventional 
implicature is associated with specific words and results in additional 
conveyed meaning when those words are used. An example of the words 
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is but in “He is poor but honest.” The interpretation of this utterance will 
be he is poor and he is honest plus an implicature of “contrast” between 
the information. Contrast is the conventional implicature of “but”. Then, 
honesty is considered to be the opposite of having no money. Based on the 
classification above, the researcher only focus on the conversational 
implicature which is related to this research.
The second type of implicature is conversational implicature. It 
includes context in understanding the additional conveyed meaning of an 
utterance. The meaning of an utterance in conversational implicature is 
indirectly stated in the utterance. Grice in Yule (1996) also divided 
conversational implicature into two kinds:  
a) Generalized conversational implicature
It is implicature that arises without any particular context or 
special scenario being necessary, for instance:   
Charlene :  I hope you brought the bread and the cheese. 
Dexter : Ah. I brought the bread. 
(Yule: 1996:41)  
From the conversation above, it is seen that there is no need 
of a particular context to interpret other additional meaning. 
b) Particularized conversational implicature
It is an implicature that arises become some special factors 
inherent in the context of utterance and is not normally carried by 
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the sentence used; In short, it is an implicature that needs a specific 
context. We can see the following example:  
Ricky :  Hey, coming to the wild party tonight?  
Tom :  My parents are visiting. 
(Yule: 1996: 43)
From the conversation above, it can be seen that Tom was 
not directly answered Ricky’s question. However he delivers the 
response which indirectly completes the speaker’s goal. Based on 
Tom’s utterance, it implicates that he will not attend the party since 
he has to welcome or spend his evening with his parents. Thus, we 
can make a conclusion that conversational implicature is how the 
speaker’s utterance is interpreted by the hearer. An utterance which 
is spoken by the speaker sometimes has a hidden meaning which 
implies something behind the utterance. In this case, a speaker 
intends to convey a certain meaning through his utterances based 
on a certain background knowledge and context of situation. So 
that the hearer must assume the speaker means to convey more 
than is being said. 
From the definitions above, it can be concluded that 
implicature is hidden meaning  conveyed  in  an  utterance  in  
certain  of  context  of  situation.  In this research, conversational 
implicature will be analyzed also.
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6. Students Pair Assistance on Reading and Writing (SPARRING)
Sparring is an abbreviation fromStudentsPair Assitance on 
Reading and Writing. It is a program of English Letters Major of IAIN 
Surakarta in 2013, which is form of the skills practice. In the activity of 
reading and writing skills is applies the learning of peer teaching and peer 
learning. The narrative genre discussed in SPARRING is the children 
literature of a short story written by Hans Christian Andersen. There is 
Advisor that called lecturer which appointed by the English Letters 
Department of IAIN Surakarta to guide the process assistance of activities 
Learning.
There are also mentor (sixth semester) and mentee (second 
semester students) which will to do training activities in Reading and 
Writing. The mentor will be decided become seven group which every 
group which is amount ten students. Every group will be guided by mentor 
from sixth semester students. This activity will be held for twelve meeting. 
This activity is to strengthen the students in reading and writing. Actually, 
the aim of this program is to produce product of visual novel, and then will 
be competed among the groups which will be displayed on the web of 
English letters (www.velis.xyz). The reward of appreciative academic will 
get a Certificate of Excellence to the mentor. Then, the appreciative of the 
mentee is to obtain a Certificate of Achievement. In addition, the students 
will get the certificate as one of requirement register of the final exam of 
munaqosah (thesis). 
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7. Visual Novel
Visual novel is a sub genre of semi-interactive game that presents 
not only the story but also a static image that supports the story line and 
sometimes equipped with dubbing. Visual novel also can be defines novel 
form of digital which capable of displaying images (visual) and has a 
voice (audio). It called a combination of novel and games. Visual novel 
itself means “A  kind  of  game  normally  consists  of  static images  of  
anime-style  art  or  live-action  stills;  it  also  has  an extremely minimal 
gameplay that is limited to clicking to keep  the text, graphics and sounds 
moving.” (T. Agos, Jr., et.al., 2013). In another words, visual novel is a 
kind of game which include static picture such as anime or photos. This 
game has restrictiveness of movement text, graphic, and sound. 
B. Previous Related Studies
The researcher presents the previous studies which related to this 
research. The first is research by Rukmi Ratri Widyaningrum (2013) from 
Sebelas Maret University, entitled Flouting maxims found in the Smallvile 
Television Series Episode 1 Season 1. The objective of the research is to 
find the maxims that are commonly flouted and the implicatures resulted 
by the flouts of the maxim in the Smallvile Television Series. In her 
research, she found seventeen data that containing the flouting of maxims. 
The second is research by Umi Hani’ah (2012) from State Islamic 
Institute of Salatiga, entitled A Descriptive Analysis on the Flouting 
Maxims Used In “The Sun Also Rises” Novel Written By Ernest 
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Hemingway. The objective of the research is to find how the maxims 
flouted used in “The Sun Also Rises” novel written by Ernest Hemingway. 
In her research, she found seventy eight data that containing the flouting of 
maxims by main characters. 
The similarities between my research papers with Rukmi Ratri 
Widyaning rum’s paper are to find the maxims that are commonly flouted 
and the implicatures resulted by the flouts of the maxims also. The 
differences with my research are on object that found. She is found in 
television series, while the researcher found in the adaptation short stories 
to visual novel. Then, the similarities between my research papers with 
Umi Hani’ah’s paper are to find the maxims that are commonly flouted. 
The differences with my research are on object that found. She is found in 
a novel, while the researcher found in the adaptation short stories to visual 
novel and focus on implicatures resulted by the flouts of the maxims also.
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design  
In this research, researcher applied a descriptive qualitative method. It 
means that this research employs the descriptive and qualitative method of 
analysis. Surakhmad (1994:139) states that descriptive method is a kind of 
research method using technique of searching, collecting, classifying, analyzing 
the data, interpreting them and finally drawing conclusion. It is also stated by 
Bogdan and Taylor in Moleong statement (2001:3) that qualitative research refers 
to the research procedure resulting descriptive data in the form of spoken and 
written from people and behavior which can be observed.  
From some views above, it can be conclude that the descriptive qualitative 
methods are collecting, classifying then makes analyzing data which are forms of 
sentences, and the last is the researcher draws conclusion based on the data 
analyzed. This research is called a descriptive because in this research described 
pragmatic phenomenon on flouting maxims on uttearances. This researcher uses a 
descriptive qualitative research to analyze about flouting maxims in visual novel 
products of SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015.  
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B. Data and Data Source 
Data is fact of information used of discussing something. According to 
Bogdan and Biklen (1982:73), data refers to the rough materials that researcher 
collected from the world they are studied, they are particulars that form the basis 
of analysis. It can be concluded that data are all words, phrases, clauses, sentences 
and paragraph which are in line with the topic. It means the data sources in this 
research are words, phrases, and sentences that are found in the conversations by 
the characters in visual novel.  
The main data of the research is of this research in visual novel products 
which created by second semester students of English Letters Department, Islamic 
Education And Language Faculty The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta of 2015 
which are guided from sixth semester students of IAIN Surakarta of 2013 in 
SPARRING program. There are seven visual novels. the first is adapted from 
short story entitled “Ugly Duckling” to “The Ugly Princess” which created by 
Harum Dyah Permatasari, the second is adapted short story entitled “Ugly 
Duckling” to “Unlucky Catie” created by Muhammad Wiku Chandra and Nurul 
Prismayanti, the third is adapted short story entitled “Snowman” to “Snowbie” 
created by Qory Tahashshunan, the fourth is adapted short story entitled 
“Thumbelina” to “Tiny” created by Resita Marif Fadzilah, the fifth is adapted 
short story entitled “The Angel” to “Angel” by Ririn Rahayu and Aria Kusuma 
Wati, the sixth adapted short story entitled “The Child in the Grave” to “Child in 
the Forest” created by Muhammad Syihabuddin, and the last is adapted short story 
with the same title, it is “Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind” created by 
Dewi Puji Astuti and Etty Syafaati. 
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C. Research Instrument 
Research instrument is important to obtain data from the source. In the 
research, the research instrument was the researcher herself. Moleong (2002:4) 
states that the key instrument of qualitative research is the researcher. The 
researcher has important role in the research. There are selecting the source of 
data, collecting the data, analyzing the data, analyzing the data collected, and 
describing the findings of the research. Another instrument used by the researcher 
is all of visual novel products from SPARRING program in 2015. To conduct the 
research, the researcher needs some supporting equipments such as script of visual 
novels, and researcher’s knowledge about pragmatics becomes the most important 
tools in this research that help her in analyzing the data.  
 
D. Techniques of Data Collection 
The technique collecting data is done through documentation or library 
research. Moloeong (2004:234) staeted that the data can be collected from 
interview, research, document or composite of them. In this research, the data 
were taken from words, sentences in uttearances on character in visual novel. This 
research by doing the several steps. The steps in collecting the data are: 
1. Collecting all visual novel products that resulted from SPARRING 
Program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. 
2. Playing the visual novel. 
3. The researcher makes and matches the script from vn-script  
4. Reading script of visual novel for couple times.  
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5. Identifying the script that contains flouting maxim.  
6. Classifying and coding the data into four categories of the flouting maxims 
in the conversations by giving numbers to each flouting maxims.  
7. Analyzing those data that contains implicature.  
8. Giving codes to each datum. The form of data code is as follows: 
Types of Flouting Maxims: 
QN : Quantity   RL : Relevance 
QL : Quality   MN : Manner 
The titles of Adaptation Visual Novels:     
A. BOTFABOTM : Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind  
B. TN   : Tiny 
C. TUP  : The Ugly Princess 
D. UC   : Unlucky Catie 
E. CIF  : Child in the Forest 
F. SNB  : Snowbie 
G. ANG  : Angel 
Here is the example of coding data can be seen below: 
B/07/TN/QN 
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim 
Flouting 
 
Implicature 
QN QL RL MN 
07 B/07/TN
/QN 
 
Tiny : My name is 
Tiny. Please help me, 
I want to go home. 
Torik : No lady, you 
should stay here with 
me, I love you so 
much, I love your 
beautiful voice, and 
you should marry 
    The implicature is 
Torik wants Tiny 
to be her wife, 
from he said that 
“you should 
marry with me.” 
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with me. 
 
The code means that the data B is the one of code the title of visual 
novel in the data number 07, TN is entitled Tiny which occurred flouting 
maxim of quantity or QN.  
 B    : The number from one of visual novels. 
07   : Datum number of taken from the data. 
TN : The title of visual novel entitled Tiny 
QN : Flouting Maxims of quantity. 
 
E. Techniques of Analyzing Data 
Qualitative data analysis is defined as working with data which 
includes organizing, classifying, synthesizing, and understanding the data, 
and also determining the data that will be presented (Bogdan and Biklen, 
1982: 145). From the definition above, the researcher used four steps to 
analyze the collected data, they are: 
1. Data Reduction  
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982: 145) Data reduction is the first step 
which is used to select the relevant data so that the researcher can 
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easily focus on the main problems. This is the process of reducing and 
transforming the raw data. Here, the researcher determines the data 
which include flouting maxim and implicature as the data to answer 
the first and second objectives of this research. 
2. Data Display  
The second step of the data analysis is data display. Data 
display refers to a step in which the researcher summarized the data 
into particular categories. After the data is identified, the researcher 
classifies the types of codes based on the data. Thus, the data is 
compressed or reduced into appropriate and displayed into simplified 
summary. 
3. Data Interpretation  
It  is  the  way  that  the  data  is  interpreted  to  have  varying  
effects on the conclusions. Absolute honesty in recording and 
interpreting data is required to maintain the credibility of research that 
facilitates conclusion drawing. After classifying the data, the 
researcher describes the analysis of code choice which occur flouting 
maxims and implicature found then interprets the reason of codes 
choice employed by the characters in the adaptation of visual novel to 
short stories. 
4. Drawing Conclusion  
The last step is drawing the conclusion about the analysis of 
codes choice employed by the characters in visual novel products. 
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F. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
In the research, researcher must obtain data are valid. In qualitative 
research, there are some ways that can be chosen to develop the 
trustworthiness of the data.  According Moloeong (2004:324), to check the 
trustworthiness of the data, there are four criteria, namely: credibility, 
transferability, dependability, and conformability.  
1. Credibility  
Credibility is the way to get validity of the data. The researcher 
gets credibility of the data by collecting the data from mentor of 
SPARRING program and then the researcher finish reading carefully 
script and selects the data.  
2. Transferability 
Transferability principle implies whether this research could be 
organized or applied. It means the researcher uses transferability by 
classifying the data clearly in order to get the detail information about 
the result of the study. The researcher categories the data based on 
each dialog that is the form of flouting maxims and the implicature 
found in visual novel products.  
3. Dependability 
The concept of reliability named stability of consistency of the 
data. The researcher has to do replication by considering related 
factors. The researcher tries to understand contents of visual novels in 
order to make the correct interpretation by reading and studying the 
data frequently and repeatedly.  
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4. Conformability  
  Conformability is a judgment to determines the objectiveness 
of the research by considering the whole data and asking the expert 
about the validity of the data. The criteria of the expert are known by 
his ability in studied English, in literary works, and have the 
experience in studying English for years. Then, the researcher asks Mr. 
Bayu Dewa Murti, M.Hum as the expert around the scope of this 
study.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Findings 
Based on the objective of this research, the first is to analyze types of 
flouting maxims are employed by the characters and to find out implicatures 
are resulted in the visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN 
Surakarta in 2015 as follows: 
1. Flouting Maxim of Quantity  
Thomas (1995:69) states that a flout of maxim of quantity 
occurs when a speaker blatantly gives more or less information than is 
required. It means, the flout of the maxim quantity happens when the 
speaker gives too brief or too much information to the hearer.  
The researcher found forty (43.47%) of flouting maxim of 
quantity in Visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN 
Surakarta in 2015. The researcher only chooses five examples from the 
data. The examples can be seen as below: 
1) Datum: C/29/TUP/QN 
Prince Will  : Hey, you! 
Christ   : Me? Thelma, he calls me? 
Thelma : Yes, let’s go there! 
Prince Will  : “What is her name?” 
Thelma : “This is my sister, Christine. I know that my 
sister is the most beautiful girl in this town. 
That’s why you chose her. You are right.” 
Prince Will  : “No, I mean the girl who sat on the back left 
corner.” 
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The conversation above is between Thelma, Christ, and 
Prince Will. The speech event takes place at the castle. When the 
contest was held, Prince still did not accept them who were 
recommended by his father. Then Prince Will walks out and saw 
all of the candidates. He opened the door. In the back left corner, 
Christ and Thelma met Nunny. They left Nunny to the middle of 
the room to look Prince Will which was standing on the front of 
the candidates. Then Prince saw Nunny and asks what her name is.   
In conversation above, Thelma gives too much information 
to the Prince by answering the question by saying “This is my 
sister, Christine. I know that my sister is the most beautiful girl in 
this town. That’s why you chose her. You are right.” Answering 
the question, Thelma just needs to say her sister’s name. However, 
in the exchange above, she is more information than that is 
required. She completes her answer with explains about her sister 
by saying “..I know that my sister is the most beautiful girl in this 
town. That’s why you chose her. You are right.” The first sentence 
is the required information. But, on the second sentence is not the 
required information. By saying this sentence, Thelma fails in 
fulfilling maxim of quantity. The maxim of quantity is flouted 
since Thelma does not provide an informative answer. The 
implicature in dialogue above is Thelma wants Prince Will chooses 
her sister, but her information is not required.  
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2) Datum: C/33/TUP/QN 
Prince Will  : I know I am a prince, but it does not mean you 
cannot be with me. I picked you from a hundred of 
candidates because you are different. 
Nunny  : I am very ugly. I am sorry I cannot.  
The conversation above is between Nunny and Prince Will. 
The speech event takes place at the castle. When the contest was 
held, Prince still did not accept them who were recommended by 
his father. Then Prince Will walks out and saw all of the 
candidates. He opened the door. The situation was crowded that 
night. A few minutes later, the Prince walked toward Nunny. He 
chooses Nunny but he cannot.  
In dialog above, Prince mentions “I know I am a prince, 
but it does not mean you cannot be with me. I picked you from a 
hundred of candidates because you are different.” and then Nunny 
responds by saying “I am very ugly. I am sorry I cannot.” It 
flouted maxim of quantity because Nunny delivers more 
information than is needed by Prince. She should be answer “I am 
sorry, I am cannot.” It enough then explains what she wants to say. 
By saying this sentence, Nunny fails in the fulfilling maxim of 
quantity. The implicature from Nunny’s utterance is Nunny feels 
that she does not appropriate with the handsome prince like Prince 
Will. 
3) Datum: 07/TN/QN 
Tiny : My name is Tiny. Please help me, I want to go home. 
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Torik : No lady, you should stay here with me, I love you so 
much, I love your beautiful voice, and you should marry 
with me. 
 
The dialog is between Tiny and a big frog named Torik.  
The speech event takes place at Tiny’s home. He loved Tiny so 
much. Then, when she slept in the night, the frog went to Tiny’s 
home to steal her. He took her to the pond. He took her necklace so 
that she does not fly and escape from him. He wanted Tiny to 
marry him and she sang song every day. 
In the dialog above, Tiny wants to go home, and she needed 
a help, But Torik flouted maxim of quantity because he giving too 
much information. His mentions “No lady, you should stay here 
with me, I love you so much, I love your beautiful voice, and you 
should marry with me”. It does not provide an informative. He 
could simply say, “I will help you” then saying what he want to 
say. But, Torik has been more informative than is required. This 
means that he flouts the maxim of quantity. The implicature in 
dialogue above is Torik actually is falling in love with Tiny 
because he loves her beautiful voice. He wants Tiny to be his wife. 
It can be seen from his mentions that “..You should marry with 
me” 
4) Datum: B/11/TN/QN 
Toad : This is your necklace lady. 
Tiny : Oh, thank you Toad, thank you for helping me; I will 
never forget your helping. 
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 The dialogue is between Toad and Tiny. Toad is Torik’s 
brother. Tiny’s necklace was stolen Torik, a big frog. Then, Tiny 
was cannot fly. Toad was helping Tiny. When Torik was sleeping, 
Toad tried to steal Tiny’s necklace in his bed. Then he gives it to 
Tiny. In the dialogue above, Tiny was has been more informative 
than is required. To be relevant, she should give response “Oh, 
thank you Toad” it is being enough. Adding “...thank you for 
helping me; I will never forget your helping.” It makes her flout 
maxim of quantity. The implicature is Tiny was happy because she 
can find the necklace. 
5) Datum: D/43/UC/QN 
Gang  : “Where are you from? We never meet you before.” 
Catie : “My name is Catie, I am from across the village. 
I really hungry and I decide to leave my house 
because nobody wants to be my friends. My 
sisters hate me and I want to found the new 
family.” 
 
The dialog is between Catie and the gang. The speech event 
takes place at the street. Catie decides to go far away. She wants to 
find somebody who can accepted and friends her. Catie leaved her 
house, then she straight to walk, but she did not find new friends. 
Suddenly, Catie met a gang who block her ways.  
In the dialogue above, it can be seen that Catie has flouted 
the maxim of quantity. She gives too much information to the gang 
by answering with a long response. Answering the question, Catie 
just needs to mention where she come from. However, she is more 
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information than is required. She completes her answer with 
explain her condition. In the first sentence is the required 
information. But in next sentence is not the required information. 
By saying this sentence, Catie fails in fulfilling maxim of quantity. 
The implicature in dialogue above is Catie was lonely because she 
does not have friends, then she go far away to find new friends. 
Other examples are data number are 03, 08, 09, 10, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 29, 33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51, 52, 57, 59, 60, 
62, 63, 64, 67, 74, 75, 78, 81, 82, 87, and 89. (See it on 
appendixes). 
 
2. Flouting Maxim of Quality 
Thomas (1995:67) states that the speaker flouts the maxim of 
quality when the speaker says something which is blatantly untrue or 
for which he or she lacks adequate evidence. It means, the speaker fails 
to observe the flout of the maxim of quality if the speaker says 
something that he or she known to be false or less evidence.    
The researcher found two data (2.17%) of flouting maxim of 
quality in visual novel products of SPARRING program at IAIN 
Surakarta in 2015. The researcher only chooses few examples from the 
data. The examples can be seen as below: 
1) Datum: B/15/TN/QL 
Prince : I need it to my sister, she want to fly with me; I 
want to make her happy. 
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Tiny : Oh God, did Toad say true? Prince lays me? I want 
to fly again.   
Tiny : Of course prince, you bring back tomorrow.  
Prince : Oh, kind lady, thank you.  
(Tiny gave her necklace to prince. In the next day, Tiny wait 
prince to return her necklace, but he did not come. She felt sad, 
and she wishes prince would come to her and brings back the 
necklace so that she can fly around again.) 
 
The dialog is between Tiny and Prince. The speech 
event takes place at the hill. Actually, prince had a bad plan to 
Tiny. He wanted Tiny’s necklace to get big power to be king in 
his palace. But Toad heard what prince said and knew his bad 
plan. Then Toad said about Prince’s bad plan to Tiny. But she 
does not believe him. In the next day, Tiny went to hill to meet 
up with prince. She flew and waited him in there.  
In dialog above, Prince asks Tiny to borrow her 
necklace to her sister and will return it later. Prince mentions 
“Could you borrow me your necklace to me, I will give you 
tomorrow.” Then Tiny agreed, because Prince mentions “I 
need it to my sister, she want to fly with me; I want to make her 
happy.” But in the next day, Prince did not come. Tiny felt sad 
and she cannot fly around again. He didn’t bring back her 
necklace. It can be seen from her mentions “Oh God, did Toad 
say true? Prince lays me? I want to fly again.” He was lying to 
Tiny. This means that he flouts the maxim of quality. The 
Implicature is Prince had a bad plan to Tiny. He wants to take 
the necklace from Tiny in order Tiny can’t fly again. He was 
lying borrowing her necklace to his sister in order Tiny 
borrowed him.  
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2) Datum: D/38/UC/QL 
The other sister : “Why you don’t say thank’s with Catie? 
Exactly you anger with her.” 
Older sister : “I shy to say thank’s with her.” 
 
The dialog is between the other sister and older sister. The 
speech event takes place at the park. One day, Catie want to go to 
park to play a game with her sisters. Suddenly, Catie hears the 
voice someone ask helping. Then, she seeks where the voice 
spring. Catie jump down into the pond and she swam to safe her 
sister’s life and Catie successful to safe her old sister. After that, 
the older sister screamed and said, “Why you are safe me? Go 
from there a poor cat!! Catie replied, “I’m sorry, make you 
disappointed.” (Catie leaved and cried) 
In the dialog above, the other sister mentions, “Why you 
don’t say thanks’ with Catie? Exactly you anger with her.” He 
wants tells the truth to her about what she actually feels about 
Catie. However, older sister responds, “I shy to say thank’s with 
her”, which is untrue. This is shown by the fact that older sister 
says untrue, actually the other sister angry and order her to go. This 
means that the older sister flouts the maxim of quality. The 
Implicature is the older sister actually wants to show that she was 
kind. She would not bad confront of the other sister and then she 
said that she was shy to say thanks with Catie. This is shown by the 
fact that the older sister was screamed and angry with Catie.  
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3. The Flouting Maxim of Relevance  
A Thomas (1995:70) state that flout of maxim relation is 
exploited when a speaker makes a responds which is very obviously 
irrelevant to the topic in hand. It means, the flout of the maxim of 
relevance happens when the partner speaker changes the subject or the 
topic.  
The researcher found twenty one data (22.83%) of flouting 
maxim of relevance in visual novel products of SPARRING program 
at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. The researcher only chooses five examples 
from the data. The examples can be seen as below: 
1) Datum: A/02/B0TFABOTMN/RL 
Rabbit : “Help!” 
Lion : “Are you okay?” 
Rabbit  : “Are you crazy? I almost died there!” 
 
The dialog is between rabbit and lion. The speech event 
takes place at the forest. The tiger heard a small voice from his 
left side. He run quickly to the owner of the voice and found a 
familiar pair of long ears in the end of the cliff. Rabbit was 
giving up before the tiger came and bit her ears so he could lift 
her to the ground again. 
In the dialog above, lion says, “Are you okay?” She 
wants to know about rabbit’s condition. However, Rabbit’s 
response by saying, “Are you crazy? I almost died there!” he 
gives irrelevant answer to widow’s question. This means that 
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rabbit flouts the maxim of relevant. The Implicature is Rabbit’s 
condition was harmful because he in the end of the cliff. 
2) Datum: B/06/TN/RL 
Tiny : Where is it? Where is my necklace? Please, help 
me? I want to go home. 
Torik : Oh beautiful lady, what is your name? I always 
look at you when you are singing. Your voice is 
so beautiful. 
 
The dialog is between Tiny and Torik. The speech event 
takes place at the river. Torik is a big frog who loved Tiny so 
much. When Tiny slept in the night, the frog went to Tiny’s 
home to steal her. He took her to the pond. He took her 
necklace so that she could not fly and escape from him. He 
wanted Tiny to marry him and she sang song every day. 
In the dialog above, Tiny mention, “Where is it? Where 
is my necklace? Please, help me? I want to go home.” She 
wants anybody help him to find her necklace. However, Torik 
responds by saying “Oh beautiful lady, what is your name? I 
always look at you when you are singing. Your voice is so 
beautiful” that is not relevant with Tiny’s question. This is 
shown by the fact that Torik wants to know about Tiny. 
Therefore, he answer irrelevantly in order to make Tiny does 
not find it again. This means that Alfred flouts the maxim of 
relevant. The Implicature is Torik actually interested with Tiny. 
He likes Tiny because she is beautiful lady and her voice is so 
beautiful. 
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3) Datum: C/25/TUP/RL 
King      : “I brought this beautiful girl for you, son.” 
The Girl : “Oh my god, you are very handsome. I am 
ready to be your wife.” 
Prince Will  : “Wait, wait, wait... Please, back to the hall 
Miss! I need to think twice.” 
 
The dialogue is between King, the girl and Prince Will. 
The speech event takes place at Castle. When Prince Will was 
seventeen years old, he was ready to marry. He invited all of 
the girls around the town to follow the contest that he held. All 
girls from England have heard how handsome Prince Will was, 
and they were eager to come and marry him. They wore 
beautiful dresses. They did not want to lose their chance. They 
tried hard to steal the Prince’s heart.  
In the dialogue above, the king brought the most 
beautiful girl to Prince Will. Then Prince Will does not give a 
relevant response. Since the girl mentions, “Oh my god, you 
are very handsome. I am ready to be your wife.” She says that 
she want to be her wife. However, Prince Will responds by 
saying “Wait, wait, wait... Please, back to the hall Miss! I need 
to think twice.” that is not relevant with the girl statement. To 
be relevant, he should answer “Yes or no” then saying what he 
wants to say. This means that Prince Will flouts the maxim of 
relevant. The Implicature in the conversation above is Prince 
Will refuses the girl to be his wife. He said that “I need to think 
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twice”, it means that he does not like the girl then he said like 
that. If he likes the girl, he certainly does not think twice. He 
will agree without think twice.   
4) Datum: B/12/TN/RL 
Prince : “Oh, beautiful lady, who is your name?” 
Tiny : “I am Tiny. You can fly too?” 
Prince : “You can call me prince dear”. 
 
The dialogue is between Prince and Tiny. The speech 
event takes place at the street. When Tiny want to go home, she 
met a handsome prince. Here, Prince does not give a relevant 
response to the question. Tiny ask whether Prince can fly too or 
not, but Prince does not answer it. Instead, his response “You 
can call me prince dear”. He should answer Tiny’s question by 
saying “yes or no” then saying what he wants to say. This 
means that Prince Will flouts the maxim of relevant. The 
implicature in the dialogue above is Tiny want to know 
whether Prince can fly too or not.  
5) Datum: D/34/UC/RL 
Sisters : “Hey you!!! Why you are different with us? 
Why you can’t say “meow” same with us? You 
are not our daughter!!” (They leaved Catie with 
arrogance). 
Catie : “God, why my daughters too bad with me? 
What is my fault?” (Catie cried into her heart). 
Sister : “Hey c’mon we are play the games together 
(She shout to invite the others sister). 
Catie : “May I follow the games?” (Catie say with soft 
and husky voice). 
Sisters : “Don’t disturb us!” (They laugh with load 
voice and they didn’t look at Catie). 
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The conversation is between Catie and her sisters. The 
speech event takes place at the village. She had four sisters. 
She was the last child. Her sisters had brown color except her. 
Catie has grey colour and she could not say meow. When 
Cattie walks around, she saw her sisters played a game 
together. Catie decided to near them. In the conversation, 
sister’s sentence does not give a relevant answer to the question 
relevantly. Here, Catie asks her sisters whether can follow the 
games or not, but her sisters states an utterance with a different 
response. The required answer to be considered as being 
relevant is saying “yes or no”. Then they can add they 
explanation about their answer after that. Since their response 
is irrelevant, her sisters has flouted maxim of relevance in this 
conversation. The implicature in this conversation is Catie’s 
sisters actually do not like with Catie. It can be seen from their 
answer, “Don’t disturb us!. They do not want Catie follow the 
games then they say like that.  
Other examples are data numbers are 14, 26, 27, 30, 54, 
61, 65, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 79, 80, 83, and 86. (See it on 
appendixes). 
4. The Flouting Maxim of Manner  
Cutting (2002:39) states the speaker flouts the maxim of 
manner when he or she appearing to be obscure, and ambiguity. It 
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means the flout of manner happens when the speaker makes 
ambiguous response and he or she is unable to be clear and orderly 
in conversation.  
The researcher found 29 data (31.53%) of flouting maxim 
of manner in visual novel products of SPARRING program at 
IAIN Surakarta in 2015. The researcher only chooses 5 examples 
from the data. The examples can be seen as below: 
1) Datum: E/53/ANG/MN 
Deer  : “Tiger?” 
Tiger : “Hello deer”. 
Deer  : “But.... “ 
 
The dialog is between deer and tiger. The speech event 
takes place at the woods. Deer asked to himself as he saw tiger 
that died a long ago stood beside him. Deer mentions “Tiger?” 
Tiger answered with a small smile on his face, “Hello deer”. In 
dialogue above, Deer flouts maxim of manner because his he 
does not provide a brief contribution in replying to tiger’s 
statement. The implicature is deer was shocked because he 
guesses that Tiger was died. 
2) Datum: A/04/B0TFABOTMN/MN 
(When they were together, Alfred was realized his wife 
and mother-in-law always used talking nonsense and 
complained. Kaela was easily tired and fatigued. She could not 
do anything but only now and then let fall a word in the same 
melodious voice and same tones) 
Alfred : “I need someone who is capable of anything.” 
Widow : “She has been created to be like this. You should 
not say like that.” 
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The dialog is between Alfred and Widow. The speech 
event takes place at the living room. In the dialog above, Alfred 
and the widow were together. Alfred was realized that his wife 
and mother in law always used taking nonsense and always 
complained because Kaela was easily tired and fatigued. She 
could not do anything. Suddenly Alfred says “I need someone 
who is capable of anything.” Actually, he does not tell directly 
what he is wanted. He does not tell directly what he actually 
means. This means that Alfred flouts the maxim of manner. 
The Implicature in the dialogue above is Alfred actually was 
disappointed with Kaela because she just realized that she was 
easily tired and fatigued. From her statement Alfred said that 
he need someone who is capable anything. He wants to 
separate with Kaela and find a girl who healthy and can 
capable of anything.  
3) Datum: C/20/TUP/MN 
Christ : Take a deep breath Thel, is this a beautiful day 
right?  
Christ : Uppss, I said “beautiful” in our chat. Are 
you okay Nunny? 
Thelma       : Give me your clothes! 
Nunny       : No no, don’t... 
 
The dialog is between Christ, Thelma, and Nunny. The 
speech event takes place at the river. Nunny is an ugly girl in 
England. She lived with her grandma in a small region of 
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England. Everyone in the town did not respect her, because of 
her looks. She also wore the ugliest dresses that made her 
different. As usual, from home, she went to the river and 
washed her clothes. 
In the dialog above, Christ and Thelma were playing 
together. She saw Nunny washed clothes in the river. Then 
Christ mentions “Take a deep breath Thel, is this beautiful day 
right? Uppss, I said “beautiful” in our chat. Are you okay 
Nunny?” This is shown by the fact that Christ and Thelma 
were happy to trick Nunny. Christ does not tell directly what 
she actually means. This means that Alfred flouts the maxim of 
manner. The Implicature in the dialogue above is Thelma was 
took Nunny’s clothes. Thelma mentions “Give me your 
clothes! However, Nunny responds them by saying “No no, 
don’t... in this case; actually Nunny was afraid because her 
clothes was taken by Christ and Thelma.   
4) Datum: D/40/UC/MN 
Mother : “Oh dear, I know your felling. I hope you will be 
patient to confront your sisters. I will ask with your 
sisters to accept you, don’t crying dear I will always 
love and besides you.” 
Catie : “But mom, I am not sure.” 
 
The dialog is between Catie and Mother. The speech 
event takes place at the house. Catie ran away to house. She 
embraced her mother and cried over. She helped her other 
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sister because she want to sank, but she exactly angry with her 
and order to go. In the dialoge above, mother gives advice to 
Catie, she mentions “Oh dear, I know your felling. I hope you 
will be patient to confront your sisters. I will ask with your 
sisters to accept you, don’t crying dear I will always love and 
besides you.” However, Catie does not tell directly what 
actually she wants by saying “But mom, I am not sure.” 
Although Catie does not tell directly what actually she means. 
This means that Alfred flouts the maxim of manner. The 
Implicature in the dialogue above is Catie actually does not 
sure that her sisters can accept her, after her mother asks the 
sisters to accept her.  
5) Datum: C/28/TUP/MN 
Thelma : “Nunny, what are you doing here? Are you 
thinking that you are good enough to join this 
contest?” 
Christ : “So you think that you are pretty? We are 
totally shocked. It is just waste your time 
Nunny.” 
Nunny  :  “I... I... I... just want to...” 
 
The conversation above is between Thelma, Christ, and 
Nunny. The speech event takes place at the castle. When the 
contest was held, Prince still did not accept them who were 
recommended by his father. Then Prince Will walks out and 
saw all of the candidates. He opened the door. The candidates 
were screaming when they knew that Prince was there. He was 
standing there for a long time. In the back left corner, Christ 
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and Thelma met Nunny. They shocked met Nunny was there 
also. They said that Nunny was ugly and she does not 
appropriate to join the contest. Then Nunny respond them by 
saying, “I... I... I... just want to...” It contains ambiguity. It may 
be interpreted differently by the listener, Thelma and Christ. 
She says something that is difficult to understand. This means 
that Nunny flouts the maxim of manner. The Implicature in the 
conversation above is Nunny actually was afraid with Christ 
and Thelma. Then she cannot answer clearly because she was 
nervous. 
Other examples are data number are 13, 15, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 30, 31, 32, 37, 47, 48, 49, 53, 55, 56, 58, 68, 70, 76, 77, 84, 
85, and 88. (See it on appendixes). 
 
B. Discussion   
In this chapter, the researcher discusses the result of the data 
analysis which related with flouting maxims in visual novel products of 
SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015. The table presents about 
the maxims commonly flouted by the characters. The table is presented as 
follows: 
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Table 2.1 Types of Maxim Flouted 
No Types of Flouting 
Maxim 
Frequency Percentage Data Number 
1. Flouting Maxim of 
Quantity 
40 43.47% 01, 03, 05, 07, 08, 09, 
10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
29, 33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50, 
51, 52, 57, 59, 60, 62, 
63, 64, 67, 74, 75, 78, 
81, 82, 87, and 89. 
2. Flouting Maxim of 
Quality 
2 2.17% 15 and 38. 
3. Flouting Maxim of 
Relevance 
21 22.83% 2, 6, 12, 14, 25, 26, 
27, 30, 34, 54, 61, 65, 
66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 79, 
80, 83, and 86. 
4. Flouting Maxim of 
Manner 
29 31.53% 1, 4, 13, 15, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 28, 30, 31, 
32, 37, 40, 47, 48, 49, 
53, 55, 56, 58, 68, 70, 
76, 77, 84, 85, and 88. 
Total 92 100%  
 
Based on the table above, flouting maxim of quantity is the most 
commonly flouted by speakers in the adaptation of short stories to visual novel 
that occurs is 40 data (43.47%). The code numbers are 01, 03, 05, 07, 08, 09, 
10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 29, 33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51, 52, 57, 
59, 60, 62, 63, 64, 67, 74, 75, 78, 81, 82, 87, and 89. This means that almost 
speaker does not give the required information, whether he gives too much or 
too little information. The second shows flouting maxim of manner that occurs 
is 29 data (31.53%). The code numbers are 1, 4, 13, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 
30, 31, 32, 37, 40, 47, 48, 49, 53, 55, 56, 58, 68, 70, 76, 77, 84, 85, and 88. It 
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happens when the characters fails to be perspicuous, avid obscurity and 
ambiguity, be brief, and be orderly in his utterances. Third is flouting maxim 
of relevance that occurs is 21 data (22.83%). The code numbers are 2, 6, 12, 
14, 25, 26, 27, 30, 34, 54, 61, 65, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 79, 80, 83, and 86.  This 
type happens when they want to hide something or to say something 
indirectly. Then the last is flouting maxim of quality that occurs is only 2 data 
(2.17%) with the code numbers are 15 and 38. This type happens when the 
speakers fail to fulfill the maxim which requires make a contribution is true.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
The aim of this thesis to know flouting maxim and implicature 
found by character in adaptation of short stories to visual novel in 
SPARRING program in 2015. From those problems, there are 40 data in 
flouting maxim of quantity, 2 data in flouting maxim of quality, 21 data 
in flouting maxim of relevance, and 29 data in flouting maxim of manner. 
The totals of data are 92 data. Based on the finding, the dominant problem 
of flouting maxim and implicature that found in visual novel products of 
SPARRING program at IAIN Surakarta in 2015 is flouting maxim of 
quantity. 
Based  on  the  explanation  above, the researcher  can  draw  some 
conclusions  about  the  flouting  maxims. Flouting maxims in visual novel 
contains about the conversational implicature also. In the result, there must 
be an implicit meaning in any maxims are flouted in speaker utterance. 
After that, the listener has to find out the implicit meaning based on the 
assumption that the speaker is being cooperative. The characters in visual 
novel products commonly do not give the required information, whether 
gives too much or too little information. 
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B. Suggestion  
1. English Letter Department students 
There are many utterances that contain the flouting of maxims. It is 
for students to understand the utterances that flout of maxims that 
appliedand fulfill the maxims then be aware of what speakers say. 
Therefore the students have to understanding about implicature to 
understand the flouring of maxims. This research is expected to make the 
students aware of the maxims flouted in a daily conversation and help to 
understand the hidden meaning in the conversation. It also conduct further 
for students to conduct further research of implicatures by explores other 
source of data such as a novels, films, speeches, etc. 
2. The other researchers 
Flouting maxim is often happens in our daily conversation. This 
research concentrates in analyzing the implicature in the dialogues of the 
adaptation of short stories to visual novel by using a pragmatic approach. 
There are many occasion when people fail to observe the maxims. 
Therefore, it is recommended to the other researchers to analyze 
differentkind of non-observe, for example the analysis of violating, 
infringing, and opting out of suspending the maxim. 
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Appendix the Data Sheet of Flouting Maxim fond in Adaptation of Short Stories to Visual Novels in SPARRING PROGRAM in 2015 
The titles of Adaptation Visual Novels:      Types of Maxim Flouting:    
A. BOTFABOTM  : Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind   QN : Quantity 
B. TN   : Tiny        QL : Quality 
C. TUP   : The Ugly Princess      RL : Relevance 
D. UC   : Unlucky Catie       MN : Manner  
E. ANG   : Angel           A-G : number of visual novels 
F. CIF   : Child in the Forest         1-89: number of datum 
G. SNB   : Snowbie              
                  
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim Flouting  
Explanation and Implicature QN QL RL MN 
1 A/01/BOTFABOTM/MN Guest: “Can you describe about what does Italy        looks 
like?” 
Alfred: “Well, I can’t very well describe it, but I enter 
on a large open space, in the centre of which stands an 
obelisk.” 
Guest: “It’s amazing! What else?” 
Alfred: “Oke, I want to tell you about Italy. Italy has 
beautiful scenery, the purple hills, the deep blue of 
mediteranian, the azure of southern skies.” (The guests 
don’t understand what Alfred explanations, but they are 
only said yes and yes). 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Alfred explains about Italy, but his 
explained is not clearly. It shown 
from the guests who doesn’t 
understand what Alfred explanations, 
but only said yes and yes.  
The implicature is Alfred actually 
wants to show that Italy is a beautiful 
country. It can be seen from his 
statement, “Oke, I want to tell you 
about Italy. Italy has beautiful 
scenery, the purple hills, the deep 
blue of mediteranian, the azure of 
southern skies.” 
2 A/02/BOTFABOTM/RL Widow: “Can you tell me once more about Italian, please?  
My daughter gets curious.” 
Alfred: “Oh yes mom, I will tell you about Italy. Italy 
looks like her eyes (pointing the widow’s daughter). 
Alfred: How wonderful she was! 
    By the flouting maxim of relevant, 
Alfred was mesmerized by the 
beauty of widows’ daughter because 
the daughter was very beautiful to 
look at. 
The implicature is Alfred falling in 
love widow’s daughter. It can be 
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seen from her statement, “Oke, I 
want to tell you about Italy. Italy has 
beautiful scenery, the purple hills, the 
deep blue of mediteranian, the azure 
of southern skies.” 
3 
 
 
A/03/BOTFABOTM/QN Widow: “Do you interested with my daughter?” 
Alfred: “Ye...ye..yes I am. What is her name ma’am?” 
Widow: “Her name is Kaela.” 
Alfred: “Hello Kaela? You’re so beautiful” 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Alfred actually wants to more known 
about widows’ daughter. It can be 
seen from his ask to the widow. 
Alfred should be answering by 
saying yes only. 
The implicature is Alfred really 
falling in love with Kaela. It can be 
seen from her statement. “Hello 
Kaela? You’re so beautiful”.  
 
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim Flouting  
Implicature QN QL RL MN 
4 A/04/BOTFABOTM/MN Alfred: “I need someone who is capable of anything.” 
Widow: “She has been created to be like this. You should 
not say like that” 
 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Alfred gives an ambiguous 
expression. The ambiguous word is 
“capable of anything”. He does not 
tell clearly what he means actually.  
The implicature is actually Alfred 
was disappointed and just realized 
after know that his wife was easily 
tired and fatigued. Then he was said 
that he “needs someone who is 
capable of anything”. It means he 
wants to separate with Kaela.  
5 B/05/TN/QN Tiny  : Oh my god, I hope I can fly.  
Fairy : Tiny, I would give you a necklace. If you wore 
it, the wings would appear from your back and you 
could fly. But if you did not wear it, the wings would 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
the Fairy becomes more informative 
than is required. Actually, she simply 
wants to say “Tiny, I would give you 
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lose. a necklace” only. The implicature is 
Tiny must wear the necklace from 
the Fairy, in order that she can fly. It 
can be seen from fairy’s statement, 
“Tiny, I would give you a necklace. 
If you wore it, the wings would 
appear from your back and you could 
fly. But if you did not wear it, the 
wings would lose.” 
6 B/06/TN/RL Tiny : Where is it? Where is my necklace? Please, help 
me? I want to go home. 
Torik : Oh beautiful lady, what is your name? I 
always look at you when you are singing. Your voice is 
so beautiful. 
 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Torik is being irrelevant in the 
conversation. To be relevant, Torik 
should answer is “Can I help you?” 
for example. 
The implicature is Torik interested to 
Tiny because her voice is so 
beautiful. It can be seen from Torik’s 
statement, “Oh beautiful lady, what 
is your name? I always look at you 
when you are singing. Your voice is 
so beautiful.” 
7 B/07/TN/QN Tiny : My name is Tiny. Please help me, I want to go 
home. 
Torik : No lady, you should stay here with me, I love 
you so much, I love your beautiful voice, and you 
should marry with me. 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Torik is gives more information than 
is needed in this exchange. 
Answering Tiny’s question, Torik 
can just answer it by yes or no since 
it is needed that way. 
The implicature is Torik wants Tiny 
to be her wife, from he said that “you 
should marry with me.” 
8 B/08/TN/QN Tiny : No, I want to go home, please, and I do not love 
you, I do not want to marry with you. 
Torik : You will be my wife and you will stay with me 
to sing song every day to me, you will never go from 
here, because I have taken your necklace so you will 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Torik says something that is not 
required at that time. Torik coerce 
Tiny by saying more than is required.  
The implicature is indirectly, Torik is 
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not fly and escape from this pond. force Tiny to be his wife, since he 
said “....you will never go from here, 
because I have taken your necklace 
so you will not fly and escape from 
this pond.”     
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim Flouting  
Implicature QN QL RL MN 
9 B/09/TN/QN Toad : Hey lady, who are you? Why you are crying? 
Tiny : I am Tiny, who are you? Please help me; I was 
stolen by a big frog. 
Toad : I am Toad, and I am Torik bother, a big frog 
who has stolen you. 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Toad says something that is not 
required at that time because Tiny 
ask who he is but he answered With 
more information than is needed in 
this exchange. He should just answer 
“Iam Toad”.  
The implicature is Toad had known 
that her brother who has kidnapped 
Tiny. 
10 
 
B/10/TN/QN Tiny : Please help me Toad, I should go back, my 
necklace was stolen your brother, a big frog, so I 
cannot fly and escape from here. 
Toad : Calm down Tiny, I will help you. 
Tiny : Thank you Toad, you are so kind. 
 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Tiny sould be as informative as is 
required. Since she repeated again 
that her necklace was stolen by his 
brother. It says something that is not 
required at that time. Then she 
should just answer “thankyou Toad 
“for example.  
The implicature is Tiny was happy 
because Toad can help her from 
Torik’s wicked. 
11 B/11/TN/MN Toad : This is you necklace lady. 
Tiny : Oh, thank you Toad, thank you for helping 
me; I will never forget your helping. 
 
    By the flouting maxim of quantity, 
Tiny should be as informative as is 
required. She can be answer “yes” 
only. 
The implicature is Tiny was happy 
because of his helping, she can found 
the necklace. 
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12 B/12/TN/RL Tiny : I am Tiny. You can fly too? 
Prince : You can call me prince dear. 
 
 
 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Prince’s answer is make exchanges. 
He gives information that is not 
needed by Tiny. He should to be 
answered “I am Prince” for example.  
The implicature is Prince has a wings 
and he can fly too. 
13 B/13/TN/MN Tiny : Nice to meet you. 
Prince : Nice too meet you too dear, we can meet again 
tomorrow and this is a red rose for you? 
Tiny : Oh thank you, of course, see you tomorrow dear, 
I should go home now. 
Prince : See you dear, I wait you in that hill. 
Tiny : Of course dear. 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Prince should answer “nice to meet 
you too”, instead he give Tiny a red 
rose. 
The implicature is Prince was has a 
bad plan to Tiny, after she accepts a 
red rose then Prince wants saw Tiny 
in the hill. 
 
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim Flouting  
Implicature QN QL RL MN 
14 B/14/TN/RL Toad : Tiny, where are you? This is Toad, please open 
the door now. 
Tiny : Toad, nice to meet you. 
Toad : Please be careful to prince, he has bad plan to 
you, he wants your necklace to get big power to become 
king in his palace. 
Tiny : No Toad, he is so kind. 
    By the flouting of relevance, Tiny’s 
answer is being irrelevant in the 
conversation. To be relevant, Tiny 
should be answer by a yes or no.  
The implicature is Toad will give 
information that Prince has a bad 
plan to Tiny. He wanted Tiny’s 
necklace to get a big power to be 
king in his palace, but Tiny don’t 
believe it.  
15 B/15/TN/QN/RL Prince : Oh dear, you are so beautiful today, nice to meet 
you dear. 
Tiny : Oh thank you dear.  
Prince : Tiny could you help me?  
Tiny : Of course prince.  
Prince : Could you borrow me your necklace to me, I 
    By the flouting of quality, Prince 
says a thing that is not true. He 
Says that Tiny is so beautiful. The 
fact is Prince just seduces Tiny in 
order can help him. Tiny flouts the 
maxim of quantity also because she 
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will give you tomorrow.  
Tiny : What is for dear?  
Prince : I need it to my sister, she want to fly with me; 
I want to make her happy.  
Tiny : Of course Prince, you bring back tomorrow.  
Prince : Oh, kind lady, thank you. 
 
should answer with says “nice to 
meet you too”. The implicature is 
Prince has a bad plan to Tiny. Firstly, 
the pretend to be kind person then 
she seduces Tiny in order to 
borrowed her necklace to his sister 
and make her happy. But, after that, 
Prince did not come. Tiny felt sad, 
and she can fly around again. 
16 B/16/TN/QN Tiny : Oh God, did Toad say true? Prince lays me? I 
want to fly again.   
Toad : What is happen lady, why are you crying?  
Tiny : I think what have you said was true, I give my 
necklace to prince, and he promise to return it today 
but he do not meet me.  
    By the flouting of quantity, since 
Tiny gives more information than is 
needed. Her answer that “I think 
what have you said was true,...” in 
this case, Tiny flouts the maxim 
since she saying a thing which is not 
relevant with the purpose of current 
exchange.  
The implicature is Tiny felts sad and 
disappointed because she doesn’t 
believe that Prince has a bad plan to 
her.   
17 B/17/TN/QN Toad : What I have said is true Tiny. I heard he want 
your necklace to get big power to be king in his palace. 
Tiny : I am sorry Toad, I do not hear what have you 
said to me and now I cannot fly around again. 
Toad : If you go around, you can go to this hill dear, 
and you can see a beautiful thing here because you are 
in the high and you will feel that you are flying around. 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Toad and Tiny’s answer is obscure. 
He doesn’t give a clear explanation. 
He does not give a clear explanation. 
What will Toad said with go around 
and see a beautiful thing in here is 
should be explained to be obeying 
maxim of manner. Then from the 
Tiny’s answer that “...you can see 
everything...” He doesn’t give a clear 
explanation also; therefore he is 
being perspicuous in thus exchange. 
What will Tiny with she can see 
everything is should be explained to 
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be obey maxim of manner. 
The implicature is Tiny imagines that 
she can feel fly when she go to the 
hill because Tiny is in the high. It can 
be seen from her statement, “If you 
go around, you can go to this hill  
 
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Data 
Types of maxim Flouting  
Implicature QN QL RL MN 
  Tiny : You are right Toad, wow I can see everything 
and I feel that I am flying now. 
    dear, and you can see a beautiful 
thing here because you are in the 
high and you will feel that you are 
flying around.  
18 C/18/TUP/QN Thelma : Christ, see that? Nunny’s there, let’s play with 
her! 
Christ      : The ugly one, right? Yeah, it's going to be 
fun! Come on... 
    By the flouting of quantity, Christ is 
being irrelevant in the conversation. 
To be relevant, Christ should answer 
it by a yes or no. The implicature is 
Christ is hapy and agreed to play 
with Nunny. 
19 
 
C/19/TUP/QN Thelma  : Good morning Nunny, how are you 
today? 
Nunny   : Emm I... I... I... I’m fine. 
    Nunny flouts the maxim of quantity 
because she give more response. She 
should be answer, “I’m fine”. It is 
enough.   
The implicature is Nunny was 
nervous because she afraid to 
Thelma.   
20 C/20/TUP/MN Christ  : Take a deep breath Thel, is this a 
beautiful day right?  
Christ  : Uppss, I said “beautiful” in our chat. 
Are you okay Nunny? 
Thelma  : Give me your clothes! 
Nunny  : No no, don’t... 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Nunny does not tell directly about 
what she is means actually. She only 
answer no., no, don’t... then she does 
not explain again. The implicature is 
Nunny was afraid and cry because 
her clothes was taken by Christ and 
Thelma.   
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21 C/21/TUP/RL Christ   : Come on don’t cry, we are just having 
fun together right? 
Nunny   : Give it back to me, please! 
Thelma   : Come on take it... 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Nunny does not give relevance 
response with Christ statement. Then 
she also flouts maxim of manner. 
Because she does not tell what she 
wants actually. The implicature is 
Nunny was forced by Christ and 
Thelma to give her clothes.   
22 C/22/TUP/MN Nunny  :  Nobody wants me, I am very ugly. 
Grandma : I know you are, you have beautiful 
heart that people do not have, my dear. 
Nunny  :  I don't believe it. 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
grandma says ambiguity, because she 
does not tell clearly to Nunny. The 
implicature is Grandma gives advice 
to Nunny in order to make her be 
calm.   
23 C/23/TUP/MN Grandma : What happen today? 
Nunny                : They never stop trying to trick me. 
    By the flouting maxim of manner, 
Nunny does not saying tell clearly. 
She says “to trick me”, but she does 
not explain what is trick. The 
implicature is Nunny doesn’t like 
with what they do to her. 
24 C/24/TUP/RL Grandma   : Your friends again? Don’t be sad. I’m 
sure that one day you will find the 
happiness, good girl. 
Nunny  : I love you grandma. 
Grandma           : it is time to bed, dear. Lets go! 
 
 
 
 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Nunny give irrelevance response to 
her grandma. Then, she also flouts 
maxim of manner because grandma 
does not tell clearly what the 
meaning of “find the happiness”. It 
can be ambigu to the hearer.  
The implicature is Nunny tells thank 
you to Grandma with says “I love 
you grandma.” 
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No 
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QN QL RL MN 
25 C/25/TUP/RL The Girl : Oh my god, you are very handsome. I 
am ready to be your wife. 
Prince Will  : Wait, wait, wait... Please, back to the 
hall Miss! I need to think twice. 
    By flouting maxim of relevance, 
Prince Will give irrelevance response. 
He refuses the girl to be his wife. Then 
she says like that. The implicature is 
Prince Will was refusing the girl to be 
his wife. 
26 C/26/TUP/RL King  : I bring more than ten candidates who 
have beautiful faces. Why are you so hard 
to make a choice? 
Prince Will  : I am sorry, dad. I know they are 
beautiful, but I only found their 
passion of my face and this luxury. I 
need someone who has sincerity. 
Someone who has good attitude. She is 
eligible to accompany me. 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Prince Will give irrelevant answer to 
the king because he does not like the 
girl. He should tell the reason why he 
hard to make a choice. 
The implicature is Prince Will wants 
the girl who appropriate with him such 
as someone who has good attitude. 
27 C/27/TUP/RL King  : I proud of you, my son. Do your best! 
Prince Will  : I will walk out and see all of the 
candidates. 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Prince Will should answer by saying 
“yes or no” then say what he wants to 
say.  
The implicature is Prince Will looking 
for the girl to be his wife who fulfill 
with the criteria. 
28 C/28/TUP/RL Thelma :  Nunny, what are you doing here? Are 
you thinking that you are good enough to 
join this contest? 
Christ : So you think that you are pretty? We are 
totally shocked. It is just waste your time      
Nunny. 
Nunny  :  I... I... I... just want to... 
    By the flouting maxim of relevance, 
Nunny give irrelevance response from 
Thelma and Christ. She also flouts the 
maxim of manner since she does not 
tell directly what she wants actually. 
She only says “I... I... I... just want 
to...”. 
The implicature is Nunny was afraid to 
the question from Thelma and Christ, 
therefore she want say something but 
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she can’t explained it because her 
nervous.  
29 C/29/TUP/QN Prince Will  : What is her name? 
Thelma : This is my sister, Christine. I know 
that my sister is the most beautiful girl 
in this town. That’s why you chose her. 
You are right. 
Prince Will  : No, I mean the girl who sat on the back 
left corner. 
    By the flouting of quantity, since 
Thelma gives more information than is 
needed. Prince only ask about her 
name, but she answer with long 
answer. Then it is not required 
contribution.  
The implicature is Prince Will told that 
her sister is the most beautiful girl then 
made Prince Will choose her sister.  
 
 
No 
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30 C/30/TUP/RL Christ   : Where? 
Prince Will  : You've talked to her several minutes 
ago. 
Christ   : What? Nunny? Are you serious? 
Prince Will : Nunny... She’s different. 
Thelma  :  She is ugly and freaky girl. 
Christ   : And her dress, you know is very very 
old fashion. 
    By the flouting of relevance and 
manner, Prince give irrelevance 
answer because Christ asks where is 
taken place. Then he also flouts the 
maxim of manner because she says 
that Nunny different. He does not tell 
clearly what he means actually. 
The implicature is Prince Will 
interested with Nunny, from what is 
said by Christ before. 
31 C/31/TUP/MN Prince Will  : What’s your name? 
Nunny  : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty... 
Prince Will  : I want you to.... 
Nunny : Emmm, I’m sorry... I just cannot look at 
you. You are very handsome, and you are 
a prince. I’m afraid I cannot. 
      By the flouting of manner, Prince 
answer is ambigu. Because he does 
not tell directly what he want.  
The implicature is Prince Will fall in 
love with Nunny, he wants her to be 
his wife but Nunny refused him.  
32 C/32/TUP/QN Prince Will  : I know I am a prince, but it does not 
mean you cannot be with me. I picked 
you from a hundred of candidates because 
you are different. 
    By the flouting of manner, Nunny 
says ambigu. She does not say 
clearly she cannot for what? 
The implicature is Nunny fells that 
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Nunny  : I am very ugly. I am sorry I cannot. 
  
she doesn’t appropriate with the 
handsome Prince like Prince Will.  
33 C/33/TUP/MN Prince Will  : Listen! I saw many girls. They were 
very beautiful, but I did not find the 
girl like you. I like your attitude. That’s 
the important thing that I need from the 
girl who will become my wife. 
Nunny  : I am ugly. 
Prince Will  : I will marry you! The most beautiful and 
the ugliest look the same for me. It will be 
my honors to take you as my wife if you 
will accept me. 
    By the flouting of quantity, since 
Thelma gives more information than 
is needed. Then she also flouts of 
maxim manner from his mentions “I 
did not find the girl like you”. It can 
be ambiguity to the listener.  
The implicature is Nunny emphasize 
again that she doesn’t appropriate 
with Prince Will, she feels that she is 
ugly, from her states, “I am ugly”. 
But, Prince Will receives her 
although she’s ugly, because he likes 
his attitude.  
 
 
No 
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34 D/34/UC/RL Sisters  : “Hey you!!! Why you are different with 
us? Why you can’t say “meow” same with us? You are 
not our daughter!!” ( they leaved Catie with arrogance) 
Catie  : “God, why my daughters too bad with 
me? What is my fault?” ( Catie cried into her heart) 
Sister  : “Hey c’mon we are play the games 
together”( She shout to invite the others sister) 
Catie  : “May I follow the games?” ( Catie say 
with soft and husky voice) 
Sisters  : “Don’t disturb us!” ( They laugh with 
load voice and they didn’t looked at Catie) 
    By the flouting of relevance, the 
sisters give irrelevance response to 
Catie. Catie want to join the games, 
but her sister says “Don’t disturb 
us!”. It make ambiguity from the 
listener.  
The implicature is Catie’s sisters 
don’t like with Catie, it can be seen 
from he states that Catie doesn’t 
follow the games. 
 
35 D/35/UC/RL Mother  : “Why you look so sad dear? What 
happen? You can tell me.” 
Catie  : “Mom, why I am different with the 
others? Why they hate me?” 
Mother             : “You look so cute dear; they just shock 
    By the flouting of quantity, Catie 
give irrelevance response to her 
mother. Then her mother also flouts 
maxim of quantity, because her 
answer is long answer. 
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with our situation. Don’t be afraid dear everything will 
be okay.” ( She hug Catie and fondle Catie’s hair ) 
The implicature is Catie’s mother 
worried to Catie, and then she asks 
what is happened. In the other hand, 
Catie was sad because she is different 
with others. She’s only who can’t say 
“meow”.  
36 D/36/UC/QN Older sister : “Help, help, help me please! I will to 
be sunk.” 
( Catie seek where the voice spring ) 
Catie  : “What happen? I must help my sister 
now!.” 
    By the flouting of quantity, since 
Thelma gives more information than 
is needed. Older sister should say 
once. The repetition is not required. 
The implicature is Older sister really 
needs helping, because she will to be 
sink. It can be seen from her states 
that she said “help” repeatedly.  
37 
 
 
 
 
D/37/UC/RL Older sister : “Help me!!” 
(Catie jump down into the pond and she swam to safe her 
sister’s life) 
Catie  : “Hold my hand and you will be safe.” 
( Then Catie successful to safe her old sister ) 
Older sister : “Why you are safe me? Go from there 
a poor cat!!(Her sister snapped ) 
Catie  : “I’m sorry, make you disappointed.” 
(Catie leaved and cried) 
 
    By the flouting of manner, older 
sister does not tell directly what she 
means actually by saying “Go from 
there”. 
The implicature is the Catie’s older 
sister hated Catie. Therefore, she 
angry when she knows that Catie 
who helped her. But Catie always be 
patient after the older sister angry 
with her. 
 
 
No 
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38 D/38/UC/QL The other sister : “Why you don't say thank’s with Catie? 
Exactly you anger with her.” 
Older sister        : “I shy to say thanks’ with her.” 
 
    By the flouting of quality, the answer 
of older sister is not true. She 
actually angry with Catie. Then, she 
said that she shy to say thanks with 
Catie. 
The implicature is older sister 
wouldn’t seen bad confront of other 
sister, and then she said that she was 
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shy to say thanks with Catie. she 
hated Nunny actually.  
39 D/39/UC/QN Mother   : “Catie why you are crying? What 
happen? What is your sisters do?” 
Catie  : “I helped her because she wants to 
sank, but she exactly angry with me and order to go.” 
 
    By the flouting of quantity, Catie 
gives more information than needed.  
She should be answer why she crying 
and what is happened.   
The implicature is actually Catie was 
a kind, she always help her sisters 
although they angry with her. 
40 D/40/UC/RL Mother  : “Oh dear, I know your felling. I hope 
you will be patient to confront your sisters. I will ask with 
your sisters to accept you, don’t crying dear I will always 
love and besides you.” 
Catie  : “But mom, I am not sure.” 
    By the flouting of manner, Catie give 
ambiguous statement. She said that 
she is not sure. But she is not says 
what is means actually. 
The implicature is Catie doesn’t sure 
her sisters can accept her, after her 
mother asks the sisters to accept her.   
41 D/41/UC/RL Mother  : “It’s okay dear, you will be fine. You 
just kind and brave.” 
Catie  : “Yes mom, I will try to be patient. 
Thank you.” 
    By the flouting of manner, catie give 
more information than is needed. She 
should be answer “yes mom” for 
example. Then she flouts the maxim 
of relevance also. Because she said 
that she tries to be patient. It is not 
relevance response.  
The implicature is Catie’s mother 
give advice in to Catie to be calm 
down.   
42 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D/42/UC/QN Catie  : “Mom, I want to go and leave this 
house. I want search many friend in the different place.” 
Mother  : “I really sad to hear that. I don’t believe 
if you want to leave this house, but I will always pray for 
you in everywhere you do.”  
(Cattie's mother cried with slowly voice) 
Catie  : “Thanks mom, I will give you report 
from my new place.” 
Mother  : “Be safe Catie, I will beside you.” 
    By the flouting of quantity, mother 
says more than information is 
needed. Catie should be say thanks 
only. But she adds her explanation 
her condition its make flouts the 
maxim of quantity. 
The implicature is Catie’s mother 
permitted Catie to leave the house, 
although she was sad. She hoped that 
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 Catie can found new friend in the 
new place. 
 
No 
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43 D/43/UC/QN Gang  : “Where are you from? We never meet 
you before.” 
Catie  : “My name is Catie, I am from across 
the village. I really hungry and I decide to leave my 
house because nobody wants to be my friends. My 
sisters hate me and I want to found the new family. 
 
    By the flouting of quantity, Catie 
flouts the maxim because she gives 
more information than is needed. She 
should be answer where she comes 
from. She explain her condition, its 
make flout the maxim of quantity. 
The implicature is Catie ask to 
permission to be the gang in order 
can be accepted them.  
44 D/44/UC/QN Gang  : “You look so sadden; you can consider 
us your new family.” 
Catie  : “Are you seriously? I really happy to 
hear that. Thanks a lot.” 
    Catie give more information than is 
needed. She should said thanks only. 
This means she flouts the maxim of 
quantity. 
The implicature is Catie was happy 
after accepted offering from the gang 
who can be they families. 
45 D/45/UC/QN Catie  : “Mommy!!” 
Mother  : “Catie, how are you dear? Are you 
finding? I really miss you.” (her mother looked at her 
and don’t believe that) 
 
    The implicature is Catie’s mother 
worried about Catie’s condition. 
46 D/46/UC/QN Catie  : “This is my new life mom, I met a gang 
who respected and accepted me. I really happy in here, 
how are you mom? How about my sisters, mom?” 
Mother  : “I really happy if you find a new 
family who can accept you. I am and you sisters are 
fine, your sisters really regret for you.” 
    Mother flouts the maxim of quantity. 
She should say that I am happy for 
you. It is enough. Without explains 
her condition to Catie.  
The implicature is Catie was happy 
because she found new friend who 
respected and accepted her. 
47 D/47/UC/MN Catie  : “I really miss you mom, and my sisters. 
But I can't back to home this is my new life. I’m happy in 
there and I will always visiting you and my sister’s mom, 
    Mother said that she always waiting 
Catie every time and everywhere. It 
is not clearly where the place she 
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I promise.” 
Mother  : “Me too, Catie. Okay I will always 
waiting you dear, every time and everywhere.” 
waiting Catie. It is make ambiguity. 
This means that she flouts the maxim 
of manner.  
The implicature is Catie will live 
with the new family, because she felt 
that comfortable with them and leave 
her mother and the sisters for a while.   
48 E/48/ANG/RL Rabbit  : “Help!” 
Lion  : “Are you okay?” 
 Rabbit   : “Are you crazy? I almost died there!” 
    Rabbit gives irrelevance response 
since lion ask about her condition. 
Rabbit should be answer yes or no 
and explains about her wants to say.  
The implicature is Rabbit’s condition 
was harmful because he in the end of 
the cliff.  
 
 
No 
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49 E/49/ANG/MN Rabbit  : “We are free! I kill the tiger!” 
Little Chicken : “We can go out at night now!” 
    Rabbit is not clearly what is she said. 
She said that “we are free” but she 
said indirectly free from what. 
The implicature is Rabbir happy 
because he guess can kill the tiger. 
Then he felt free from the tiger.  
50 E/50/ANG/RL Chicken : “Rabbit, you kill the tiger, aren’t you?” 
Rabbit  : “He bites my ears before I push him 
to the ravine with my strength.” 
    The implicature is the chicken guess 
that rabbit kill the tiger then rabbit 
explains how it happened.  
51 E/51/ANG/QN Chicken : “Where is my other son? Rabbit, are you   
lying? The tiger was still here!” 
Rabbit  : “Maybe your son is somewhere else! 
You know boys can be a rebel sometimes.” 
Chicken : “I swear that he is still here! He eats my 
child again!” 
     
The implicature is chicken guess that 
the tiger kill eats her children. 
52 E/52/ANG/QN Deer  : “Lion, no!” 
Lion  : “What? I can’t eat that? Do you expect me to eat 
     
The implicature is Lion didn’t care 
75 
 
grass?” 
Lion  : “I’ve had enough of your nag! I eat what I 
want, stop acting like my mom or I will eat you too.” 
Deer  : “Eat me if that makes you stop eating the other 
animals.” 
about what is said of deer. He will 
eat everything what he wanted.  
53 E/53/ANG/MN Deer  : “Tiger?” 
Tiger : “Hello deer”. 
Deer  : “But.... “ 
    Deer is not said clearly, he said but 
then he is not explains again. This 
means flouts maxim of manner. 
The implicature is Deer was shocked 
that the Tiger was beside him, he was 
still alive.  
54 E/54/ANG/RL Angel     : “Hello!” We have been waiting for you 
since yesterday! Now, because the deer was finally here, 
what is your wish before we can go to heaven?” 
Lion  : “What have I done? I eat my best 
friend”.  
Lion   : “I have to stop to eat other animals”. 
    Lion is not gives relevance answer. 
He should answer what is his wish. 
But he says asking Angel back. This 
means flouts maxim of relevance.  
The implicature is the angel will 
fulfill what is lion wish before he 
died. Then lion was regretted because 
he stared at the blood that caused by 
him. It can be seen from he said 
“What have I done? I eat my best 
friend”. 
55 
 
 
 
E/55/ANG/ MN Chicken : That’s him!” 
 
    Chicken is not says clearly what the 
person that he said. This means he 
flouts maxim of manner. 
The implicature is chicken knows 
wickedness of Lion actually. 
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56 F/56/CIF/MN Mother   : Don’t go there, my darling. 
Little girl : Why mother? 
Mother  : It is too dangerous; just go back to the 
house, ok? 
    The implicature is Mother was forbid 
her mother to go in the forest because 
it’s dangerous out there.  
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57 F/57/CIF/QN Little Girl : Alright mom, but why is it dangerous 
out there, mom? 
Mother : “If you enter the forest, you will get 
lost, and what will we do if we can't 
find you and you disappeared?” 
Little Girl : Hmm.. That’s sounds bad, mom 
Mother              : Yes, like I said. Just stay at home, ok? 
Little Girl :  Ok, mom. 
 
 
 
 
   Mother gives more information than 
is neede by little girl. It flouts the 
maxim of quantity. 
The implicature is the Little Girl was 
obeying of forbidden her Mother. 
She was agreed about what is said by 
her Mother.   
 
58 F/58/CIF/MN Father  : What are you doing, my little girl? 
Little Girl  : I’m trying to cross the river. 
Father  : It is not safe, my dear. What if you 
slipped and fell down? 
Little Girl  : I’m sorry, father, I will not do that again 
Father  : Okay, let's go back to the house and 
prepare the meals for you and your mother" 
Little Girl : ....... 
 
    
 
The implicature is the Little Girl was 
confessing about her mistakes and 
she was regret for what she done. 
Then she promises that will not do 
that again.  
59 F/59/CIF/QN Little Girl  : What a beautiful flower it is, I will bring 
it home for mom, mom should be happy to see it. 
Mother  : Where do you come from, honey? 
Little Girl  : I just picked some flowers from the 
forest for your mom, there were many 
beautiful flowers” 
 
 
 
   The implicature is the mother was 
worry about little girl’s condition. it 
can be seen from her statement, 
“Where do you come from, honey? 
How many times I told you, the 
forest is too dangerous for you, now 
you must stay at home, no matter 
what happened and if you try to go  
 
 
No 
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       out from. Instead, the Little Girl only 
hoped that her mother was happy 
after she given the flower.  
60 F/60/CIF/QN Mother : How many times I told you, the forest is 
too dangerous for you, now you must stay 
 
 
   By the flouting of quantity, the liitle 
girl gives more information than is 
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at home, no matter what happened and if 
you try to go out from. 
Little Girl  : “But mom, I just curious about what 
happen in the forest. There are so 
many beautiful flowers in there, and I 
just want you to have it and sell it, I’m 
sorry mom.” 
Mother : “its okay, honey, but you can’t just pick 
some flowers that don’t belong to you. 
Also, the forest is not a safety place to 
play around. Now let’s go inside.” 
Little Girl  : “There is nothing good to be here, My   
mother always asks me to do this, to do that, and she 
forbids me to go to the forest. What’s wrong with that, 
forest is a beautiful place, emmm I’d better go there 
tomorrow. I don't need my parent permission.” 
 
needed.  
The implicature is the Little Girl just 
wanted to have it and sell it. She also 
wants to know everything in all the 
forest. She wants her mother didn’t 
forbidden her to go there. 
61 F/61/CIF/RL Little Girl  : What are you looking for, grandma? 
The Witch : I was lost. I can’t find a way to back 
to my house, my little angel. 
Little Girl  : Do you remember the way before you 
get there, grandma? 
The Witch : I don’t remember it, can you help me, 
little angel? I will give you all of this 
candy if you help me. 
Little Girl  : Ok, don’t worry grandma, I will help 
you. 
The Witch : You are so kind hearted kid, little girl. 
   
 
 By the flouting of relevance, the 
witch gives irrelevance response. 
Since little girl ask what is he 
looking for. Then the witch said that 
the little girl so kind. It is not 
required. 
The implicature is The Witch pretend 
was lost, and then she asks to Little 
Girl to help her. She give candy for 
just to trick her.  
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62 
F/62/CIF/QN The Witch :  Thank you so much, little angel. If you 
are not helping me I will not find my house. 
Little Girl  : Your welcome, grandma. Thank you 
for the candy too. 
 
 
 
   The implicature is the witch was 
depending to be a kind person; she 
had a bad plan to the Little Girl.  
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63 F/63/CIF/QN Little Girl  : Where am I? 
The Witch :  You are in my house, little angel. 
Little Girl  : who are you? What will you do? 
The Witch :  I’m a witch, and when the time comes 
I will take your heart and eat it. It can 
make me live longer than the others.” 
 
 
   The implicature is the witch is a 
wicked enchantress who has only 
want take little girl’s heart in to make 
the witch was live longer than the 
others.   
64 F/64/CIF/QN Little Girl  : No, don’t. Please let me go. 
The Witch : Why should I have to let you go? 
Little Girl  : because I want to go home. I want to 
meet my family. 
The Witch : I’ll never let you go. I need one more 
heart to make me live longer. 
 
 
   The implicature is the witch doesn’t 
want the little girl leave her, because 
she want only need one more heart to 
make her live longer.  
65 F/65/CIF/RL Little Girl  : Where am I...why is everything getting 
dark..., it’s so creepy here... What should 
I do...Aaaaaa 
Little Girl  : Oh father is it you? Please help me...         
                            I’m frightened here, take me home            
                            father. 
Little Girl  : Mother... please, I miss you. I want to 
stay with you in our house. 
Father  :  What are you doing here my dear? Why 
didn’t you obey my command? 
Mother  : What are you doing my sweetie? Why 
didn’t you obey my command? 
Little Girl  : I’m sorry father, I’m sorry mother. 
I’m very sorry. I will never do the 
same. This I promise. 
Little Girl  : I will obey everything father and mother 
say, because now I know, it’s for me.  
Please take me home. I promise to be a good girl for you. 
 
 
   
 
 The implicature is the little girl was  
Regret for what she have done. It can 
be seen from her statement, “I’m 
sorry father, and I’m sorry mother. 
I’m very sorry. I will never do the 
same. This I promise. I will obey 
everything father and mother say, 
because now I know, it’s for me. I 
promise to be a good girl for you. “ 
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66 F/66/CIF/MN Little Girl : Oh God.... I am sorry for everything I 
did to my parent. I promise I will never be 
the same. I will do every word they say. I 
will always try to be a good girl for them. 
Little Girl  : My God... if I cannot go back to my 
families... please take care of them 
because they are good parent. Please 
forgive me for everything I have done. 
Fairy Godmother  : Hey, little girl, you look so sad,           
what happened?” asked the fairy. 
Little Girl  : I made a mistake fairy 
godmother. I did not do what 
my father and mother said. I’m 
very sorry about that... and I.... 
Fairy Godmother  : it’s okay little girl, I already 
knew that from your heart.... I 
know you are a good girl. There 
is always happiness to a good 
child. I have heard it from your 
prayer. 
Fairy Godmother  : I will take you to the place you 
are supposed to be. And be 
remember, what your father and 
mother say is the best word you 
have ever had. 
    
 
The little girls is not says clearly 
about what is said. She said I... then 
do not said again. This means flouts 
the maxim of manner.  
The implicature is the Fairy 
Godmother saw the little girl was so 
sad, and then she helped the little girl 
to go home.  
67 F/67/CIF/QN Little Girl  : Father, mother. I miss you so bad. I’m 
very sory..... 
Father  : its okay my dear you are here now. We 
have looking’ for you anywhere. 
Little Girl  : I’m very sorry father, mother. I will 
never stubborn anymore. 
 
 
    The implicature is the Father was be 
grateful because her daughter had 
back home. It can be seen from his 
his statement, “It’s okay my dear you 
are here now. We have looking’ for 
you anywhere.” Then the Little Girl 
was promised that she doesn’t do it 
again. It can be seen from her 
80 
 
statement, “I will never stubborn 
anymore.”  
 
 
No 
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68 G/68/SNB /MN Grandfather : What are you doing? What is the 
problem? 
Rabbit  : We try to make a snowman, grandpa. 
But don’t know how to make it. 
Grandfather  : Haha, No problem dear, I will show you. 
Follow this step! 
Bear  :  How is it, Grandpa? I can’t make it. 
Grandfather : You must be patient, bear. What if we 
make it together? It wills easier if we do it together. 
    
 
The implicature is the Bear and 
Rabbit will make a snowman from 
snow. It will easier if do it together 
and must be patient. 
69 G/69/SNB/ QL Rabbit  :  Can it alive like us, Grandpa? 
Grandfather  : Yes, maybe someday it will be alive 
like us. 
Bear  :  But how it can alive, Grandpa? It is 
impossible thing. 
Rabbit  : No! Grandpas never lie. Not like you 
who always lie to me. The snowman will alive. 
  
 
  The implicature is Grandfather was 
lied to Bear and Rabbit that snowman 
will be alive someday, but Bear don’t 
believe it.  
70 G/70/SNB/ MN Rabbit  :  Grandpa. Look!! Snowbie is alive. He 
was move from his place before. 
Grandfather  : What is Snowbie? 
Rabbit  :  He is the snowman which we made. 
Grandfather  : It is impossible. He doesn’t have a soul.  
    
 
The implicature is the the grandfather 
doesn’t believe that Snowbie is alive, 
because he doesn’t have a soul.  
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71 G/71/SNB/RL Rabbit    : But you ever said to me that Snowbie 
will be alive. 
Grandfather  : I’m sorry. I’m not honest with you. I 
do it because I want you to be a good girl. 
   
 
 The implicature is Grandfather was 
regret that he had lied to Rabbit.   
81 
 
 
72 G/72/SNB/RL Rabbit : Grandpa, Snowbie already moved from 
his place, please believe me! Is it     
possible if Bear moved Snowbie, 
Grandpa? 
Rabbit   : Bear! Do you moving Snowbie from 
here? 
Bear  : What are you talking about? What is 
Snowbie? 
   
 
 The implicature is Bear was confused 
about snowbie. He doesn’t know 
what is happened. 
73 G/73/SNB /RL Rabbit   : Snowbie is the snowman which we 
made. 
Bear   : I didn’t move Snowbie! Why you say 
that to me? 
   
 
 The implicature is Bear felt that he 
was accused. While, he never did it 
before. 
74 G/74/SNB/ QN Grandfather  : What happen to you? Can both of you 
be quiet? 
Bear  : Rabbit blame me because the snowman 
was moved, Granpa! 
 
 
 
   The implicature is Grandfather was 
angry because he saw Rabbit and 
Bear were debated about how 
snowbie moved. 
75 G/75/SNB/QN Rabbit  : Then, who was moving Snowbie there? 
Grandfather  : Bear, do you move Snowbie to go there? 
Bear  : No, I don’t Grandpa! How is it possible 
I am moving that snowman? The form is 
still in a good shape! 
 
 
   The implicature is Bear told honestly, 
he didn’t moved snowbie to the other 
place.   
76 G/76/SNB/MN Grandfather  : Perhaps the snowman....... 
Rabbit : Yes! Snowbie definitely alive! Grandpa! 
Snowbie is truly alive! Snowbie was 
winked his eyes and smile at me. 
Bear  :  You must be kidding. 
Rabbit :  Please observe this snowman, Grandpa. 
Look! 
 
    
 
The implicature is Rabbit was happy 
because Snowbie is truly alive. 
Snowbie was winked his eyes and 
smile at her.  
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77 G/77/SNB/RL Bear  : Grandpa, I am annoyed! 
Grandfather : Hey, It is okay. Be careful, come here 
sit on the sofa. 
Bear  : I am annoyed with Snowbie! 
Grandfather  : Why...? 
Bear  : He makes my friendship with rabbit 
become far apart.  
    
 
The implicature is Bear was annoyed 
with Snowbie because he made him 
friendship with Rabbit become far 
apart.  
78 G/78/SNB /QN Grandfather  : Hmmmm.... 
Bear  : Yes, I don’t like him. Rabbit too, he is 
often seen with Snowbie, currently. Rabbit never invite 
me to play again.  
Grandfather  : Calm down, bear. It is impossible for 
rabbit to forget you. Try to invite him to play. 
 
 
   The implicature is grandfather don’t 
believe about what is said by Bear, if 
Rabbit forget her.  
79 G/79/SNB/ RL Bear  :  No way! Why should invite him first? 
Grandfather  : That is your bad! Try to change your 
bad behavior. 
Bear  : What should I do then? 
Grandfather  : Look at that! Come on, Join with them. 
   
 
 The implicature is grandfather was 
give advice to Bear to don’t negative 
thinking to Rabbit.  
80 G/80/SNB/RL Rabbit  :  Hi Bear! You are here. 
Bear  : Why? 
Rabbit  : We are looking for you. 
Bear  : You are looking for me?  
Rabbit  : Yes! Let’s Play! 
Bear  :  Are you inviting me to play?  
Rabbit : Yes, we are. That’s if you want to play 
and promise not to annoy me. 
   
 
 Bear in this case give irrelevance 
response. He said why, and then says 
are you inviting me to play? It is not 
relevance with the asking before. 
This means thar he flouts the maxim 
of relevance. 
The implicature is Bear was not 
believed that Rabbit invited him to 
play. He shocked to hear that.  
81 G/81/SNB/QN Bear  : Without Grandpa here is so lonely. 
Rabbit  : That is true. When will Grandpa 
come back? 
Snowbie : Perhaps tomorrow morning Grandpa 
will be here. 
 
 
   Rabbit gives more information than 
is needed. She should answer that is 
true. It is enough. The second 
sentence is not the required 
information. 
83 
 
 
 
 
The implicature is Bear and Rabbit 
was missed with Grandpa.  
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82 G/82/SNB/ QN Rabbit  : Hmm. I bored, Are there nobody will 
invite me to play? 
Bear  : Instead of playing, it will be better if 
we clean this house. 
Snowbie : Let’s we do that. When Grandpa comes 
back here, he will be happy to see us take care of this 
house. 
 
 
   Bear gives more information than is 
needed.  
The implicature is Bear was refused 
to play with Rabbit because he 
wanted cleaned the house, he wanted 
to make the Grandpa happy when 
come back home. 
83 G/83/SNB/RL Rabbit : Bear, I don’t want to lose Snowbie. 
Bear : What happen to you? 
Rabbit : Grandpa said that Snowbie will be melting if 
spring comes. I don’t want to lose him. 
   
 
 Bear is not gives irrelevant response 
to rabbit.  
The implicature is Rabbit don’t want 
lose Snowbie.  
84 G/84/SNB/MN Bear : Calm down! 
Rabbit : How can I be calm? 
Bear : Let me think in a while. 
    
 
Bear said that let me think in a while. 
He said not clearly about it. It make 
ambiguity. 
The implicature is Bear had a plan to 
made Snowbie in order don’t be 
melting if spring comes.  
85 G/85/SNB/MN Rabbit : Hmmm...mmm...Snowbie (Crying) 
Bear : How if we talk about it with Snowbie? 
Rabbit : How come? He will be very sad if we tell him 
about this. 
    
 
Bear is not says clearly about what 
he said. She says “it”, it not clearly 
what he wants to say. This mans 
flouts maxim of manner.  
The implicature is Rabbit don’t sure 
with Bear’s planning. he don’t 
wanted make Bear disappointed.   
86 G/86/SNB/MN Bear : Snowbie! 
Rabbit : Where is Snowbie? Is he following us? 
Bear : That seems like Snowbie! 
    
 
Bear in this case make ambiguity 
because she said “that seems like 
snowbie”, it just seems, it make the 
listener make two meaning. 
84 
 
The implicature is Bear felt that 
Snowbie was still alive.  
 
87 G/87/SNB/QN Rabbit : Seems like Snowbie, but different. I wish that 
Snowbie still together with us even when spring. 
Bear : I wish that your hope will come true, Rabbit. 
 
 
   The implicature is Bear hoped that 
Snowbie still alive even when spring. 
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88 G/88/SNB /MN Rabbit  : Snowbie, Snowbie,,, where are you? 
Bear  : Rabbit, come here. Look at this. 
Rabbit  : What’s wrong? 
Bear  : Is it Snowbie? 
 
    
 
By the flouting of manner, Bear 
statement is ambigu. Because she 
confuse whether snowbie or not.  
The implicature is Bear don’t sure 
that is it Snowbie.  
89 G/89/SNB/ MN Grandfather : Snowbie was gone, but he still 
together with us. 
Bear  : What does it mean grandpa? 
Grandfather : Snowbie told me that winter will end, 
and he can’t live in another seasons but he will come with 
us in another winter. For now, he changed become a doll, 
that doll. 
Bear  :  Grandpa...  
Grandfather : He also told me that both of you are 
good friends, he loves you all. 
    
 
By the flouting of quantity, the 
answer of grandfather is more than is 
required. he says more information to 
Bear.  
The implicature is Grandfather was 
give explained to Rabbit and Bear in 
order to made them don’t be so sad 
and be far apart.  
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Angel 
Whenever an animal with good heart died an angel would come to the earth. The 
angel would grant their one last wish before taking their soul to heaven. One day an angel 
saw a tiger that walked around the forest. She already knew that the tiger was going to die so 
she waited for him under a big three. Meanwhile the tiger like usual walked around the forest 
to protect the dweller from the mean Lion. 
Rabbit  : “Help!” 
The tiger heard a small voice from his left side. He run quickly to the owner of the 
voice and found a familiar pair of long ears in the end of the cliff. Rabbit was giving up 
before the tiger came and bit her ears so he could lift her to the ground again. 
Lion  : “Are you okay?" 
Rabbit  : “Are you crazy? I almost died there!” 
The tiger sighed because rabbit was okay except her ears before he could speak again 
he didn't realize that the ground was moving quickly and pulled him down to the ravine. 
Rabbit froze on her spot when she saw the tiger slipped into ravine. Rabbit run back to the 
forest and screamed loudly. 
Rabbit  : “We are free! I kill the tiger!" 
Little Chicken : We can go out at night now!" 
Chicken : Rabbit, you kill the tiger, aren’t you?" 
Rabbit  : “He bites my ears before I push him to the ravine with my strength." 
The other animals simply nodded and praised her for being brave. On the other side 
lion smirked as he knew that his enemy was dead. 
Lion  : Seems like I will get a lot of food start from today." 
In the morning everyone woke up because of the hen cried. 
Chicken : Where is my other son?" 
Chicken : Rabbit, are you lying? The tiger was still here!" 
Chicken pointed at the rabbit who looked confused just like the other animals. 
Rabbit  : “Maybe your son is somewhere else! You know boys can be a rebel 
sometimes." 
But rabbit's answer didn’t make chicken happy then she went back to her coop with 
teary eyes. 
Chicken : “I swear that he is still here! He eats my child again!” 
86 
 
The hen stomped her feet in anger. On the other hand the deer saw the scene with a 
big frown; he knew who ate the little chicken last night. He always knew who did this all the 
time then left the forest. 
Deer  : "Why did you do it?" 
That night deer silently followed lion to the forest, he walked after the king of the 
woods. He sighed in a low voice when he saw lion staring at a lizard. 
Deer  : “Lion, no!” 
Lion  : “What? I can't eat that? Do you expect me to eat grass?” 
Lion  : “I've had enough of your nag!” 
The lizard jumped in surprise realizing the big animal was right behind him. 
Lion  : “I eat what I want, stop acting like my mom or I will eat you too.” 
Deer  : “Eat me if that makes you stop eating the other animals.” 
The smallest animal among them run back to the woods, scared if the lion would eat 
him. Lion roared then attacked the deer with his claws, made his own best friend as his dinner. 
Deer  : “Tiger?” 
Deer asked to himself as he saw tiger that died a long ago stood beside him. 
Tiger : “Hello deer” 
Tiger answered with a small smile on his face. 
Deer  : “But-“ 
 Angel : “Hello!”  
A girl with a long dress and a halo on top of her head waving at deer excitedly. 
Angel  : “We have been waiting for you since yesterday!” 
Again with high-pitched and excited voice angel pats the deer's head. 
Angel  : “Now, because the deer was finally here, what is your wish before we can go 
to heaven?" 
Lion stood in front of his best friend's dead body; he stared at the blood that was 
caused by him. 
Lion  : “What have I done?” 
Lion muttered to himself as he started to regret his action. 
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Lion   : I eat my best friend”. 
Lion slumped down in the ground cried over his best friend's dead body. He spent a 
few hours thinking about the deer's words. 
Lion   : “I have to stop to eat other animals” 
Now he would never have a friend like the deer again. Lion took a deep breath then he 
walked slowly to the forest. 
Chicken : That's him!” 
The hen shouted with finger pointed at lion. Meanwhile the lion only stared at the 
crowd confusedly, before he could move an arrow landed right on his heart. 
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Beauty of the Form and Beauty of the Mind 
Once upon a time, there was a clever and handsome scluptor named Alfred. He came 
to his native land after having scholarship study in Italy. On his return, one of richest man 
held a party to celebrate his come back. All of people in the town were invited to come to the 
party. In the party, all the guests got curious then asked him. 
Guest : “Can you describe about what does Italy look a like?.” 
Alfred : “Well, I can’t very well describe it, but I enter on a large open space, in the centre of 
which stands an obelisk.” 
Guest : “It’s amazing! What else?.” 
Alfred : “Oke, I want to tell you about Italy. Italy has a beautiful scenery, the purple hills, the 
deep blue of mediteranian, the azure of southern skies.” 
(The guests don’t understand what Alfred explanations, but they are only said yes and yes) 
Suddenly, there were a widow came to him and asked many questions. She was very 
appreciative, incredibly ignorant and bit silly. 
Widow : “Can you tell me once more about Italian, please?  My daughter gets curious.” 
Alfred : “Oh yes mom, I will tell you about Italy. Italy looks like her eyes (pointing the 
widow’s daughter). 
The daughter was very beautiful to look at; especially her dark-blue eyes were so charming.   
Alfred : How wonderful she was! 
Alfred was mesmerized by the beauty of widow’s daughter. 
Widow : “Do you interested with my daughter?” 
Alfred : “Ye...ye..yes  I am. What is her name ma’am?” 
Widow : “Her name is Kaela.” 
Alfred : “Hello Kaela? You’re so beautiful” 
(Kaela was ashamed. She was really beautiful; but some said she was rather dull, and slept 
late morning) 
 (In short time, Kaela and Alfred were engaged and married. They were happy in that time) 
Kaela : “It seemed like I connected with Thorwalsden” 
Alfred : *Smiling*  
After they married.  Alfred, Kaela and the widow were travelling to Italy. 
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Alfred : “I will show you all about Italy. Let’s go around.” 
Kaela : “That’s sounds great, let’s go mama” 
Alfred : “This is the obelisk that I ever told you.” 
(When they were together, Alfred was realized his wife and mother-in-law always used 
talking nonsense and complained. Kaela was easily tired and fatigued. She could not do 
anything but only now and then let fall a word in the same melodious voice and same tones) 
** 
Alfred : “I need someone who is capable of anything.” 
Widow : “She has been created to be like this. You should not say like that” 
Kaela got sad and sick. Then, the widow asked Sophie to take care of Kaela. Sophie 
was not pretty. 
Kaela: “She was a little crooked” 
However, Sophy was a very sensible girl, clever housewife, well-informed and 
accomplished. She was also a generous-hearted and faithful girl. She cared Kaela until Kaela 
died. 
Mama was in grief. Another day, she had another grief in seeing Alfred to marry again. 
Alfred married Sophy who was nothing at all to look at. 
Mama: “You have gone to the very extreme”  
“He has gone from the most beautiful to the ugliest “ 
Alfred: “I once fell in love with a beautiful statue, which awoke to life in my arms; but the 
kindred soul, which is a gift from heaven, the angel who can feel and sympathize with and 
elevate us, I have not found and won until Sophy came” 
Sophy come to teach the sculptor that his work is but dust and clay only, an outward 
form made of a material that decays, and that what we should seek to obtain is the ethereal 
essence of mind and spirit. 
Alfred realized that beauty of the mind was more important than beauty of the form. It 
was because beauty of the form was not eternal. 
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Child in the Forest 
Oh, Hallo... today, I will read you a story about a child and her family who lived in 
the border of the forest. There was a happy family in the village. They were Father, Mother 
and a young little girl. The father was a carpenter and the mother was a florist in the city. The 
little girl was a cute, good and smart girl, she always obeyed her mother and her father, she 
loved candy so much, and she said that someday she would be a florist like her mother. Every 
morning, the father went to the deep forest to find some woods, the mother cleaned the house 
with the little girl. Every afternoon, the mother left the little girl in the house to sell some 
flowers in the city, Oh... What a happy family. One day, in the afternoon when the little girl 
helped her mother to pick some flowers in the park, she saw something interesting inside the 
forest, then she wanted to enter the forest, but her mother said. 
Mother  : Don't go there, my darling. 
Little girl : Why mother? 
Mother :  It is too dangerous; just go back to the house, ok? 
Little Girl :  Alright mom, but why is it dangerous out there, mom? 
Mother :  If you enter the forest, you will get lost, and what will we do if we can't find 
you and you disappeared?” 
  Little Girl :  Hmm.. That's sounds bad, mom 
  Mother :  Yes, like I said. Just stay at home, ok? 
  Little Girl :  Ok, mom. 
After the odd event in that afternoon and the conversation between the little girl and 
the mother, the little girl still thought about it. She felt curious and wanted to go to the forest 
but she was afraid if she got lost, then she decided to erase the thought and went to bed. In the 
morning, the mother prepared the breakfast for the little girl and her husband. After that, the 
little girl was left in the house again. She was so bored and she went out the house and played 
in the river. Suddenly, she saw an interesting thing crossed the river. She wanted to go there 
but she was too afraid. She ran to the house to hide, but a minute later she went out from the 
house and tried to look for what the actual thing across the river. When the little girl wanted 
to cross the river, her father appeared from the forest. 
Father  :  What are you doing, my little girl? 
Little Girl  : I'm trying to cross the river. 
Father  :  It is not safe, my dear. What if you slipped and fell down? 
Little Girl  : I'm sorry, father, I will not do that again 
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Father  :  Okay, let's go back to the house and prepare the meals for you and your 
mother" 
Little Girl : ....... 
In the following day, the little girl saw a beautiful flower in the forest, she wanted to 
pick and bring it to her house. 
Little Girl  : What a beautiful flower it is, I will bring it home for mom, mom should be 
happy to see it. 
Arrived home, the mother asked the little girl. 
Mother : Where do you come from, honey? 
Little Girl  : I just picked some flowers from the forest for your mom, there were many 
beautiful flowers” 
Mother : How many times I told you, the forest is too dangerous for you, now you 
must stay at home, no matter what happened and if you try to go out from. 
Little Girl  : But mom, I just curious about what happen in the forest. There are so many 
beautiful flowers in there, and I just want you to have it and sell it, I’m sorry 
mom." 
Mother : its okay, honey, but you can’t just pick some flowers that don’t belong to you. 
Also, the forest is not a safety place to play around. Now let’s go inside." 
The little girl felt so sad, she thought that her parent didn’t love her. A day after that, 
the little girl turned into a lazy girl. She didn’t wat to do anything but stay in her room. When 
her mother asked her to do something, she always refused it. The little girl was angry to her 
mother, she didn’t care anymore about what mother said. In the other hand the little girl felt 
more curious than before. The little girl decided to go to the forest in the next afternoon when 
her mother and her father left the house. 
Little Girl  : There is nothing good to be here, 
Little Girl  : My mother always ask me to do this, to do that,  
Little Girl  : and she forbids me to go to the forest. 
Little Girl  : What’s wrong with that, forest is a beautiful place, emmm I’d better go there 
tomorrow. I don't need my parent permission. 
In the next day afternoon, she went to the forest with no permission, but she felt that 
she must go further to the deep forest to find more beautiful flowers. The little girl felt so 
happy because she could play freely.  Suddenly, she saw an old woman with a purple robe. 
The old woman brought candy. The little girl asked to the old woman because the old woman 
looked so confused. 
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Little Girl  : What are you looking for, grandma? 
 The Witch :  I was lost. I can’t find a way to back to my house, my little angel. 
Little Girl  : Do you remember the way before you get there, grandma? 
The Witch :  I don’t remember it, can you help me, little angel? I will give you all of this 
candy if you help me. 
Little Girl  : Ok, don’t worry grandma, I will help you. 
The Witch :  You are so kind hearted kid, little girl. 
Little Girl  : It’s okay grandma, let’s find the way to go your home. 
After a long time, the girl and the old woman arrived at the old woman house. Then, 
the old woman gave a candy to the girl. 
The Witch :  Thank you so much, little angel. If you are not helping me I will not find my 
house. 
Little Girl  : Your welcome, grandma. Thank you for the candy too. 
The little girl felt so happy after she got candy from the old woman, she ate the candy, 
but unfortunately she was unconscious after ate the candy. Sadly, it turned out that the old 
woman was a witch that liked to kidnap children to take their hearts, so the witch could long 
lived.  The next day, the little girl woke up inside the cage. 
Little Girl  : Where am I? 
The Witch :  You are in my house, little angel. 
Little Girl  : who are you? What will you do? 
The Witch :  I’m a witch, and when the time comes I will take your heart and eat it. It can 
make me live longer than the others. 
Little Girl  : No, don’t. Please let me go. 
The Witch : Why should I have to let you go? 
Little Girl  : because I want to go home. I want to meet my family. 
The Witch : I’ll never let you go. I need one more heart to make me live longer. 
After that, the witch went to the forest to find another child’s heart and some 
poisonous plants. After the witch left her house, she tried to go out from the house, but the 
door was locked. The little girl cried and suddenly she remembered her family. The little girl 
is so confused. There was nothing to do. Suddenly everything turned dark. 
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Little Girl  : where am I...why is everything getting dark..., it’s so creepy here... What 
should I do...Aaaaaa 
Little Girl  : oh father is it you? Please help me... I’m frightened here, take me home 
father. 
Little Girl  : mother. Please, I miss you. I want to stay with you in our house. 
Father  :  What are you doing here my dear? Why didn’t you obey my command? 
Mother : What are you doing my sweetie? Why didn’t you obey my command? 
Little Girl  : I’m sorry father, I’m sorry mother. I’m very sorry. I will never do the same. 
This I promise. 
Little Girl  : I will obey everything father and mother say, because now I know, it’s for 
my good. Please take me home. I promise to be a good girl for you. 
The little girl begged her parent to take her home. She cried. In her heart she really 
wanted to do everything her parent said. But.... seemed line she had no chance because her 
parent went without her She realize her mistake, but she couldn’t do anything but cried. She 
cried out loud and she prayed to the God. 
Little Girl : Oh God.... I am sorry for everything I did to my parent. I promise i will never 
be the same. I will do every word they say. I will always try to be a good girl 
for them. 
Little Girl  : My God... if I cannot go back to my families... please take care of them 
because they are good parent. Please forgive me for everything I have done. 
Suddenly, everything turned bright. A fairy godmother appeared. 
Fairy Godmother  : Hey, little girl, you look so sad, what happened?” asked the the fairy. 
Little Girl  : I made a mistake fairy godmother. I did not do what my father and 
mother said. I’m very sorry about that... and I.... 
Fairy Godmother  : Its okay little girl, I already knew that from your heart.... I know you 
are a good girl. There is always happiness to a good child. I have heard 
it from your prayer. 
Fairy Godmother  : I will take you to the place you are supposed to be. And be remember, 
what your father and mother say is the best word you have ever had. 
The fairy godmother took her to his house and she disappeared. 
Little Girl  : father, mother. I miss you so bad. I’m very sorry.... 
Father  :  its okay my dear you are here now. We have looking’ for you anywhere. 
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Little Girl  : I’m very sorry father, mother. I will never stubborn anymore. 
Finally, the little girl could be together with her family. The little girl and her family 
lived happily ever after.  So that’s the story from me today... emm see you in the other stories. 
And remember... Be a good kid for your parent. Do what they say because what your father 
and mother say is the best words you have ever had. 
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Snowbie 
In the cold morning, in the Muhky Land, All of the trees and ground covered by snow, 
also a small house which lived by old man. In front of the fireplace, an old man was sitting in 
a chair. He listens a noise outside of his house that made the old man get up from his chair. 
He looked the noise from a small hole on his door. 
Grandfather :  What are you doing? What is the problem? 
Rabbit  :  We try to make a snowman, grandpa. But don’t know how to make it. 
Grandfather  : Haha, No problem dear, I will show you. Follow this step! 
Bear  :  How is it, Grandpa? I can’t make it. 
Grandfather :  you must be patient, bear. What if we make it together? It wills easier if we 
do it together. 
They made a snowman slowly. A few minutes later, formed a snowman. The rabbit 
and bear debated again because the hands and nose haven’t existed yet. 
Rabbit  :  Doesn’t a snowman have a hand, Grandpa? How about the nose? Can it live 
like us? 
Grandfather :  Rabbit, this is for a hand and for the nose we will give it a carrot. Bear, pull 
out the carrot! We will give the snowman a nose. 
Rabbit  :  Can it alive like us, Grandpa? 
Grandfather  : Yes, maybe someday it will be alive like us. 
Bear  :  But how it can alive, Grandpa? It is impossible thing. 
Rabbit  : No! Grandpas never lie. Not like you who always lie to me. The snowman 
will alive. 
Every day the rabbit asks the same thing to the old man, “When will the snowman 
alive, Grandpa?” But the old man always said the same answer, “One day it will alive if you 
are become a good girl and always take care of the snowman". One day, the rabbit came to 
the old man’s house and shouted happily. 
Rabbit  :  Grandpa. Look!! Snowbie is alive. He was move from his place before. 
Grandfather  : What is Snowbie? 
Rabbit  :  He is the snowman which we made. 
Grandfather  : It is impossible. He doesn’t have a soul. 
Rabbit  : But you ever said to me that Snowbie will be alive. 
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Grandfather  : I’m sorry. I’m not honest with you. I do it because I want you to be a good 
girl. 
Rabbit : Grandpa, Snowbie already moved from his place, please believe me! Is it     
possible if Bear moved Snowbie, Grandpa? 
Rabbit  : Bear! Do you moving Snowbie from here? 
Bear  :  What are you talking about? What is Snowbie? 
Rabbit  : Snowbie is the snowman which we made. 
Bear   :  I didn’t move Snowbie! Why you say that to me? 
They debated all over again to hear that, the old man came outside to look at them and 
calm them down. 
Grandfather  : What happen to you? Can both of you be quiet? 
Bear  :  Rabbit blame me because the snowman was moved, Granpa! 
Rabbit  :  Then, who was moving Snowbie there? 
Grandfather  : Bear, do you move Snowbie to go there? 
Bear  : No, I don’t Grandpa! How is it possible I am moving that snowman? The 
form is still in a good shape! 
Grandfather  : Perhaps the snowman....... 
Rabbit : Yes! Snowbie definitely alive! Grandpa! Snowbie is truly alive! Snowbie 
was winked his eyes and smile at me. 
Bear  :  You must be kidding. 
Rabbit  :  Please observe this snowman, Grandpa. Look! 
When all of them were looking at Snowbie, suddenly Snowbie surprised them. 
Snowbie : Taraaa..... 
First, all of them didn't believe that Snowbie is alive. Day by Day, they become 
family and play together, everyday. But, grandpa thought what will happened to Snowbie, if 
winter ended and spring came. Since the day where Snowbie’s coming, the rabbit and 
snowbie become closer. It made bear jealous. 
Bear  : Grandpa, I am annoyed! 
Grandfather : Hey, It is okay. Be careful, come here sit on the sofa. 
Bear  : I am annoyed with Snowbie! 
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Grandfather  : Why...? 
Bear  : He makes my friendship with rabbit become far apart.  
Grandfather  : Hmmmm.... 
Bear  : Yes, I don't like him. Rabbit too, he is often seen with Snowbie, currently. 
Rabit never invite me to play again.  
Grandfather  : Calm down, bear. It is impossible for rabbit to forget you. Try to invite him 
to play. 
Bear  :  No way! Why should invite him first? 
Grandfather  : That is your bad! Try to change your bad behavior. 
Bear  : What should I do then? 
Grandfather  : Look at that! Come on, Join with them. 
Rabbit  :  Hi Bear! You are here. 
Bear  : Why? 
Rabbit  : We are looking for you. 
Bear  : You are looking for me?  
Rabbit  : Yes! Let’s Play! 
Bear  :  Are you inviting me to play?  
Rabbit  : Yes, we are. That’s if you want to play and promise not to annoy me. 
Then they laughed and played together. One day, grandpa had to go to the city. He 
commended his house to the Rabbit, Snowbie and Bear. 
Bear  : Without Grandpa here is so lonely. 
Rabbit  : That is true. When will Grandpa come back? 
Snowbie : Perhaps tomorrow morning Grandpa will be here. 
Rabbit  : Hmm. I bored, Are there nobody will invite me to play? 
Bear  : Instead of playing, it will be better if we clean this house. 
Snowbie : Let’s we do that. When Grandpa comes back here, he will be happy to see us 
take care of this house. 
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They were looked busy to clean the house. Snowbie swept the floor while Bear was 
mopping. Rabbit cleaned the dishes. In the night, Rabbit made fireplace before they going to 
bed, because that night was so cool. 
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Snowbie didn't dare to get near the fireplace. He looks the fire flares become bigger, 
but the rabbit and bear were sleeping peacefully. 
Snowbie : The fire flares become bigger. It almost hit Rabbit. I can’t sleep. My mind 
stuck on the fireplace. 
Snowbie : Oh No! The fire flares become bigger and bigger. 
Suddenly, Snowbie jumped to the fire place to deaden the fire. Snowbie was melting 
slowly. The fire almost disappears similar with Snowbie. Every day, they always laughing 
and playing together. They look very happy, but the spring will come. What would happen 
with Snowbie, if the winter changed to spring? One day, grandpa called rabbit and explained 
about his worries. The rabbit felt sad to hear that and tell to the bear. 
Rabbit : Bear, I don’t want to lose Snowbie. 
Bear : What happen to you? 
Rabbit : Grandpa said that Snowbie will be melting if spring comes. I don’t want to lose him. 
Bear : Calm down! 
Rabbit : How can I be calm? 
Bear : Let me think in a while. 
Rabbit : Hmmm...mmm...Snowbie (Crying) 
Bear : How if we talk about it with Snowbie? 
Rabbit : How come? He will be very sad if we tell him about this. 
At the time they walked, bear saw a doll which is similar with Snowbie. 
Bear : Snowbie! 
Rabbit : Where is Snowbie? Is he following us? 
Bear : That seems like Snowbie! 
Rabbit : It just a doll, Bear. 
Bear : Yeah, that's a doll but seems like Snowbie, but smaller. 
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Rabbit : Seems like Snowbie, but different. I wish that Snowbie still together with us even 
when spring. 
Bear : I wish that your hope will come true, Rabbit. 
Finally, they back to home for resting. Snow getting thin and thinner, it was in the end 
of wintry season. 
 Rabbit : Snowbie, Snowbie,,, where are you? 
Bear  : Rabbit, come here. Look at this. 
Rabbit  : What’s wrong? 
Bear  : Is it Snowbie? 
Grandfather : Snowbie was gone, but he still together with us. 
Bear  : What does it mean grandpa? 
Grandfather : Snowbie told me that winter will end, and he can’t live in another seasons but 
he will come with us in another winter. For now, he changed become a doll, that doll. 
Bear  :  Grandpa...  
Grandfather : He also told me that both of you are good friends, he loves you all. 
For the end, Snowbie changed becomes a doll. He live like a doll when spring, and 
another seasons but will come back like snowman in the winter. 
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Tiny 
Once upon a time, there was a beautiful little girl. Her name was Tiny. She lived 
alone in a village near to the forest. She had a beautiful voice and she loved singing every day.  
Tiny  : Oh my god, I hope I can fly.  
 Fairy :Tiny, I would give you a necklace. If you wore it, the wings would appear from your 
back and you could fly. But if you did not wear it, the wings would lose.. 
 Tiny :May I wear it now? 
 Fairy : Of course Tiny. 
 Tiny : I was so glad, because I could fly around to everywhere and  could sing song. Thank 
you very much 
  One day, there was a big frog who loved Tiny so much. Then, when she slept in the 
night, the frog went to Tinys home to steal her. He took her to the pond. He took her necklace 
so that she could not fly and escape from him. He wanted Tiny to marry him and she sang 
song every day. 
 Tiny : Where is it? Where is my necklace? Please, help me? I want to go home 
 Torik : Oh beautiful lady, what is your name? I always look at you when you are singing. 
Your voice is so beautiful. 
 Tiny : My name is Tiny. Please help me, I want to go home. 
 Torik : No lady, you should stay here with me, I love you so much, I love your beautiful 
voice, and you should marry with me 
 Tiny :No, I want to go home, please, and I do not love you, I do not want to marry with you 
 Torik : You will be my wife and you will stay with me to sing song every day to me, you 
will never go from here, because I have taken your necklace so you will not fly and escape 
from this pond 
 Tiny : Hiks ... hiks ... hiks 
 Toad : Hey lady, who are you? Why you are crying? 
 Tiny :  I am Tiny, who are you? Please help me, I was stolen by a big frog 
Toad : I am Toad, and I am Torik bother, a bog frog who has stolen you 
Tiny : Please help me Toad, I should go back, my necklace was stolen your brother, big 
frog, so I can not fly and escape from here. 
 Toad : Calm down Tiny, I will help you. 
Tiny : Thank you Toad, you are so kind. 
Toad : Do not mention it lady 
  When Torik was sleeping, Toad tried to steal Tiny’s necklace in his bed. Then he give 
it to Tiny, 
Toad : This is you necklace lady 
 Tiny : Oh, thank you Toad, thank you for helping me, I will never forget your helping 
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  Then, she wore the necklace and the wings appear from her back. 
Tiny : should go back Toad, thank you so much, we could become friendship Toad 
Toad : Of course Tiny, you can fly to the hill besides this pond if you want to meet me? 
Tiny : Of course Toad, I will always play there  
Toad  : You should go now lady, before Torik get up and look at you 
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  Then, the Tiny flew and went back to her house. When Tiny want to go home, she 
met a handsome prince. 
Prince : Oh, beautiful lady, who is your name? 
Tiny : I am Tiny. You can fly too? 
 Prince : You can call me prince dear 
Tiny : Nice to meet you 
Prince : Nice too meet you too dear, we can meet again tomorrow and this is a red rose for 
you? 
Tiny : Oh thank you, of course, see you tomorrow dear, I should go home now 
Then Tiny back to her home 
 Prince : See you dear, I wait you in that hill 
Tiny : Of course dear 
Actually, prince had a bad plan to Tiny. He wanted Tiny’s necklace to get big power 
to be king in his palace. But Toad heard what prince said and knew his bad plan.  
Prince : I should get the necklace, so I can be strong and become king in my palace. 
Toad : should meet Tiny to tell prince plan. 
Then toad went to Tiny’s house to tell the truth.  
 Toad : Tiny, where are you? This is Toad, please open the door now 
Tiny : Toad, nice to meet you 
Toad : Please be careful to prince, he has bad plan to you, he wants your necklace to get big 
power to become king in his palace 
Tiny : No Toad, he is so kind 
Actually Tiny did not believe with Toad said. Then Toad was back to her home sad. 
The next day, Tiny went to hill to meet up with prince. She flew and waited him there. 
Prince : Oh dear, you are so beautiful today, nice to meet you dear. 
Tiny : Oh thank you dear.  
Prince : Tiny could you help me?  
Tiny : Of course prince.  
Prince : Could you borrow me your necklace to me, I will give you tomorrow  
tiny : What is for dear?  
Prince : I need it to my sister, she want to fly with me, I want to make her happy  
Tiny : Of course prince, you bring back tomorrow  
Prince : Oh, kind lady, thank you  
  Then, Tiny gave her necklace to prince.In the next day, Tiny wait prince to return her 
necklace, but he did not come. She felt sad, and she wishes prince would come to her and 
brings back the necklace so that she can fly around again.  
Tiny : Oh God, did Toad say true? Prince lays me? I want to fly again.  
  Then toad came to meet her.  
Toad : What is happen lady, why are you crying?  
Tiny :I think what have you said was true, I give my necklace to prince, and he promise to 
return it today but he do not meet me.  
Toad : What I have said is true Tiny. I heard he want your necklace to get big power to be 
king in his palace  
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tiny : I am sorry Toad, I do not hear what have you said to me and now I cannot fly around 
again  
Toad : If you go around, you can go to this hill dear, and you can see a beautiful thing here 
because you are in the high and you will feel that you are flying around,  
Tiny : You are right Toad, wow I can see everything and I feel that I am flying now.  
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Unlucky Catie 
Once upon a time, there was a cat who had five children. Her children had brown 
colour except the last child Catie. Catie has grey colour and she could not say meow. 
In the village, Cattie walks around and saw her sisters played a game together. Catie 
decided to near them. 
Sisters  : “Hey you!!!, Why you are different with us? Why you can’t say “meow” 
same with us? You are not our daughter!!” ( they leaved Catie with arrogancy) 
Catie  : “God, why my daughters too bad with me? What is my fault?” ( Catie cried 
into her heart) 
Sister  : “Hey c’mon we are play the games together”( She shout to invite the others 
sister) 
Catie  : “May I follow the games?” ( Catie say with soft and husky voice) 
Sisters  : “Don’t disturb us!” ( They laugh with load voice and they didn’t looked at 
Catie) 
( Catie leaved them and chose to go to her bed room) 
Mother : “Why you look so sad dear? What happen? You can tell me.” 
Catie  : “Mom,  why I am different with the others? Why they are hate me?” 
Mother : “You look so cute dear, they just shock with ou situation. Don’t be afraid dear 
everything will be okay.” ( She hug Catie and fondle Catie’s hair ) 
 One day, Catie want to go to park to play a game with her sisters. Suddenly, 
Older sister : “Help, help, help me please! I want to be sink.” 
( Catie seek where the voice spring ) 
Catie  : “What happen? I must help my sister now!.” 
Older sister : “Help me!!” 
( Catie jump down into the pond and she swam to safe her sister’s life ) 
Catie  : “Hold my hand and you will be safe.” 
( Then Catie succesful to safe her old sister ) 
Older sister : “Why you are safe me? Go from there a poor cat!!(Her sister snaped ) 
Catie  : “I’m sorry, make you dissapointed.” ( Catie leaved and cried ) 
The other sister : “ Why you don't say thank’s with Catie? Exacly you anger with her.” 
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Older sister : “ I shy to say thank’s with her.” 
Catie ran away to house. She embraced her mother and cried over 
Mother : “ Catie why you are crying? What happen? What is your sisters do?” 
Catie  : “ I helped her because she want to sank, but she exacly angry with me and 
order to go.” 
Mother : “ Oh dear, I know your felling. I hope you will be patient to confront your 
sisters. I will ask with your sisters to accept you, don’t crying dear I will always love and 
besides you.” 
Catie  : “ But mom, I am not sure.” 
Mother : “ It’s okay dear, you will be fine. You just kind and brave.” 
Catie  : “ Yes mom, I will try to be patient.Thank you.” 
In the middle night, Catie woke up from her slept. She decide to go to far away. She wants to 
find somebody who can accepted and friends her. She told with her mother what she wants. 
Catie  : “ Mom, I want to go and leave this house. I want search many friend in the 
different place.” 
Mother : “ I really sad to hear that. I unbelieve if you want to leave this house,but I 
will always pray for you in everywhere you do.” ( Cattie's mother cried with slowly voice ) 
Catie  : “ Thanks mom, I will give you report from my new place.” 
Mother : “ Be safe Catie, I will beside you.” 
Catie leaved her house with bad felling. She straight to walk, but she didn’t find new friends. 
Suddenly, Catie met a gang who block her ways.  
Gang  : “ Where are you from? We never meet you before.” 
Catie  : “ My name is Catie, I am from across the village. Ireally hungry and Idecide 
to leave my house because nobody want to be my friends. My sisters hate me and I want to 
found the new family. 
Gang  : “ You look so sadden, you can consider us your new familly.” 
Catie  : “ Are you seriously? I really happy to hear that. Thanks a lot.” 
Catie was happy with ownself and she felt not lonely again, but in the different time she met 
her mother. 
Catie  : “ Mommy!!” 
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Mother : “ Catie, how are you dear? Are you find? I really miss you.” ( her mother 
looked at her and unbelieve that ) 
Catie  : “ This is my new life mom, I met a gang who respected and accepted me. I 
really happy in here, how are you mo? How aboutmy sisters, mom?” 
Mother : “ I  really happy if you find a new familly who can accept you. I am and you 
sisters are fine, your sisters really regret for you.” 
Catie  : “ I really miss you mom, andmy sisters. But I can't back to home this is my 
new life. I'm happyin there and I will always visiting you and my sistersmom, I promise.” 
Mother : “ Me too, Catie. Okey I will always waiting you dear,everytime and 
everywhere.” 
( Then they hugging for loosed their miss for a long time). 
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     The Ugly Princess 
There was once an ugly girl in England. Her name was Nunny. She lived with her 
grandma in a small region of England. Everyone in the town did not respect her, because of 
her looks. She also wore the ugliest dresses that made her different. As usual, from home, she 
went to the river and washed her clothes. 
 Thelma : Christ, see that? Nunny’s there, let’s play with her! 
Christ  :  The ugly one, right? Yeah, it's going to be fun! Come on... 
Thelma : Good morning Nunny, how are you today? 
Nunny   : Emm I... I... I... I’m fine. 
Christ  : Take a deep breath Thel, is this a beautiful day right?  
Christ  : Uppss, I said “beautiful” in our chat. Are you okay Nunny? 
Thelma : Give me your clothes! 
Nunny  : No no, don’t... 
Christ   : Come on don’t cry, we are just having fun together right? 
Nunny   : Give it back to me, please! 
Thelma   : Come on take it... 
Nunny came to get her clothes back, but they tricked her. She felt so sad, and then she 
left them.  At night, she looked her face in the mirror, and then her tears fell from her eyes. 
Nunny  :  Nobody wants me, I am very ugly. 
Grandma  : I know you are, you have beautiful heart that people do not have, my dear. 
Nunny  :  I don't believe it. 
Grandma : What happen today? 
Nunny : They never stop trying to trick me. 
Grandma   : Your friends again? Don’t be sad. I’m sure that one day you will find the 
happiness, good girl. 
Nunny  : I love you grandma. 
Grandma : It is time to bed, dear. Let’s go! 
  In the Castle, the day had come when Prince Will was seventeen years old, and he 
was ready to marry. He invited all of the girls around the town to follow the contest that he 
held. All girls from England have heard how handsome Prince Will was, and they were eager 
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to come and marry him. They wore beautiful dresses. They did not want to lose their chance. 
They tried hard to steal the Prince’s heart. Nunny came too, still being different, wore a 
colorful dress. She sat in the back corner chair. She was shy, no words she said. 
King : Hmmmm... Good morning everyone. Today, my son is searching a wife. I 
will choose you one by one to meet him first. Remember that the decision is 
fully on him. 
The king brought the most beautiful girl from there. Of course, the girl felt so happy!  
King  : I brought this beautiful girl for you, son. 
The Girl : Oh my gosh, you are very handsome. I am ready to be your wife. 
Prince Will  : Wait, wait, wait... Please, back to the hall Miss! I need to think twice. 
The Girl  : Don’t you ask my name? 
Prince Will  : Sorry, you may out now, Miss. 
King  : What’s wrong with her, son? 
Prince Will  : She was not the girl that I want dad, so the next candidate please... 
An hour passed, the Prince still did not accept them who were recommended by his 
father. /nThe king was frustrated at this point.  
King  : I bring more than ten candidates who have beautiful faces. Why are you so 
hard to make a choice? 
Prince Will  : I am sorry, dad. I know they are beautiful, but I only found their passion of 
my face and this luxury. I need someone who has sincerity. Someone who has 
good attitude. She is eligible to accompany me. 
King  : I proud of you, my son. Do your best! 
Prince Will  : I will walk out and see all of the candidates. 
He opened the door.  The candidates were screaming when they knew that Prince was 
there. He was standing there for a long time. In the back left corner, Christ and Thelma met 
Nunny. 
Thelma :  Nunny, what are you doing here? Are you thinking that you are good enough 
to join this contest? 
Christ : So you think that you are pretty? We are totally shocked. It is just waste your 
time      Nunny. 
Nunny  :  I... I... I... just want to... 
Christ  : Look! This contest doesn’t be held for the ugly girl like you. 
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They left Nunny to the middle of the room to look Prince Will which was standing on 
the front of the candidates. The situation was crowded that night. A few minutes later... 
Prince Will  : Hey, you! 
Christ   : Me? Thelma, he calls me? 
Thelma  : Yes, let’s go there! 
Prince Will  : What is her name? 
Thelma : This is my sister, Christine. I know that my sister is the most beautiful girl in 
this town. That’s why you chose her. You are right. 
Prince Will  : No, I mean the girl who sat on the back left corner. 
Christ   : Where? 
Prince Will  : You've talked to her several minutes ago. 
Christ   : What? Nunny? Are you serious? 
Prince Will : Nunny... She’s different. 
Thelma  :  She is ugly and freaky girl. 
Christ   : And her dress, you know is very very old fashion. 
Christ   : No, no, no... Prince don't go... 
The Prince walked toward Nunny. 
Prince Will  : What’s your name? 
Nunny  : I’m Nunny, Your Majesty... 
Prince Will  : I want you to.... 
Nunny : Emmm,  I’m sorry... I just cannot look at you. You are very handsome, and 
you are a prince. I’m afraid I cannot. 
Prince Will  : I know I am a prince, but it does not mean you cannot be with me. I picked 
you from a hundred of candidates because you are different. 
Nunny  : I am very ugly. I am sorry I cannot. 
Prince Will  : Listen! I saw many girls. They were very beautiful, but I did not find the girl 
like you. I like your attitude. That’s the important thing that I need from the 
girl who will become my wife. 
Nunny  : I am ugly.  
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Then, the prince stepped up to Nunny. 
Prince Will  : I will marry you! The most beautiful and the ugliest look the same for me. It 
will be my honour to take you as my wife if you will accept me. 
Finally, Nunny accepted. She still remembered what grandma said. She understood 
that beautiful was not the only one reason to get happiness. They lived happily with their 
family ever after. 
 
 
 
 
